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H. Ed Chrisman has been elected as the
new president of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, replacing Grayson McClure
who has just completed a one year term as
chamber president.
Other officers, named at a meeting of
ihe board of directors Monday, are Walt
Apperson, vice-president; A. W. Simmons,
Jr., treasurer, and David King, secretary.
Serving on the board of directors along
with the officers will be Jim Garrison, Dr.
Constantine Curris, Dan Boaz and Mc-
Clure. Retiring as directors of the
chamber are Bill Barker, Dr. James Byrn,
Dr. Harry Sparks, Joe Dick and Ed
Shinners,
James Johnson will continue to serve the
chamber as executive secretary and Linda
Roach will continue as office manager.
The directors announced that the annual
banquet, traditionally held in the spring,
has been postponed until the fall of this
year.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
presently has 261 members.
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GRAYSON McCEURE HONORED — Ed Chrisman, third from right, newly elected president of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, presents a certificate of appreciation to outgoing president, Grayson McClure, in recognition of McClure's
service to the Chamber. Also present for the presentation were newly elected officers of the board, A. W. Simmons (left,
treasurer. and Walt Apperson, fsecond from right), vice-president. Al right is James Johnson, executive secretary of the
Chamber. David King, newly elected secretary, was unable to attend the presentation. Stall Photo by Dare Celaya
President Ford Weighing Veto Of Tax Cut
WASHINGTON I AP) — President Ford
is weighing a possible veto of a recession-
fighting tax cut — a move that could prom-
pt him to call Congress into special session
next week.
Because the tax measure likely to
emerge from a Senate-House conference is
far larger than Ford recommended, it was
learned that he was leaning heavily
toward a veto and thinking about calling
for a special session that would erase
congressional plans for an Easter recess.
Because of the tax controversy and in-
ternational developments, particularly in
the Middle East, it was understood Ford
might postpone or forgo altogether his own
unannounced plans to take an Easter
holiday in Palm Springs, Calif.
The President had been expected to
leave Washington for Palm Springs Satur-
day.
Congressional negotiators met again
today in an attempt to agree on a tax-cut
bill after Treasury Secretary William E.
Simon reportedly warned that Ford will
veto the tax bill if it reached the propor-
tions of the measure passed by the Senate.
House and Senate members of the tax-
cut conference committee were trying to
work out a compromise between different
tax-cut bills passed by both chambers.
The conferees concluded eight innu a of
closed-door talks Monday with no major
agreement and then departed through a
side door. Aides said they wanted to avoid
newsmen.
Simon told the lawmakers earlier that
"if the bill reached the proportions of the
present Senate bill, he had no doubt that
the President will veto it,— according to
Rep. Herman T. Schneebeli, R-Pa., one of
the conference members.
Schneebeli's comment followed one Sun-
day by Ford's press secretary, Ron
Nessen, who said on the CBS "Face the
Kentucky's-Tax Collections
Prospering Better Than Before
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In the midst
of a national recession Kentucky's tax
collections are prospering as rarely
before.
Revenue Commissioner Maurice Car-
penter, while noting an island of fiscal ad-
vances, has advised Kentuckians not to go
on any spending spree yet.
He indicated the next few months are
bound to bring a less rosy outlook. But as
for the latest monthly report, he com-
mented Monday:
'We're way ahead of the national pic-
ture. And in the south, Georgia, Florida
and Tennessee are far behind ontheir esti-
mates.
In contrast, here are some Kentucky
figures for the first eight months of this
fiscal year:
—Coal severance tax receipts totaled
$67,477,574 or 151.9 per cent above the
corresponding eight months last fiscal
year.
—Collections for the General Fund
which finances most state government
operations reached 6637,187,052 for a 22.3
per cent gain.
—Individual income tax receipts of
853,449,028 rose 27.6 per cent.
—Sales and use tax receipts of
$252,482,609 showed a 13.3 per cent rise.
Even the road fund which finances high-
way construction and maintenance, and
has been regarded as Kentucky's fiscal
Achilles Heel during the energy crisis,
showed some improvement.
The eight-month tax revenue of
$164,352,189 was up 4.4 percent.
Carpenter said this is due mainly to in-
creased auto and truck sales in eastern
Kentucky, where the coal boom continues.
The road fund has been pumped up oc-
casionally by transfers of money from the
Optimists' Burger
Day Is Wednesday
The Murray Optimist Club's annual
"Burger Day" will be held all day Wed-
nesday, March 26. at Burger Queen on N.
12th Street.
Members of the Optimist Club will be
manning the counters at Burger Queen
throughout the day and Burger een, in
turn, will turnover the day's profits to the
youth programs sponsored by the club
Fair and Cold
Fair and cold tonight, low from the mid
20s to low 30s. Partly cloudy and continued
cool Wednesday, high in the mid 40s. "
Cloudy and' cool Thursday through
Saturday with a chance of rain Friday.
Highs in the 40s and 50s U three days.
Lows in the 20s Thursday and in the 308
Friday and Saturday.
general fund when the level dropped too
much.
"All these tax collection increases can-
not be expected to continue at this
magnitude," Carpenter said. "Unemploy-
ment is still rising and should affect both
the sales tax and the individual income tax
for the rest of this and next fiscal year."
The commissioner said the April report
will shed more light on individual and cor-
porate income tax patterns.
"It will be an indicator of what we can
expect this year," he said. "I want to
•
caution Kentuckians not to spend their
money too fast."
Carpenter said he believes the soaring
income from the severance tax "will settle
out" as coal prices dip from their peaks.
He also said that as eastern Kentucky
coal operators obtain their needed vehicles
and as rebates fade, the road fund receipts
may decline again.
Over-all, Carpenter said, he is optimistic
that general fund estimates for the fiscal
year will be reached or exceeded slightly,







SUPPORT FOR UNIVERSITY SCHOOt — A Petition has been drosn up by th
"Save The University School Committee" in the interest of keeping the Murras
State University Laboratory School open. Pictured are Mrs. Hal Houston and Mrs
A. W. Simmons, Jr., who were circulating the petition in the downtown areA
Monday afternoon. A spokesman for the group said that any citizen wishing
sign the petition could do so in the office of Calloway County Judge Robert f
Miller, or at the Bank of Murray or Peoples Bank. SON Photo by Dave ( rIa.4
Nation" program that the President has
not ruled out- the possibility of vetoing the
bill, although he will not decide until he
sees what final form it takes. Neilsen said
"the President is basically opposed to all
the amendments" which go beyond a clean
and simple antirecession tax cut.
Previous administration statements
have criticized the various congressional
tax-cut proposals but have given no firm
indication that a veto was being con-
sidered.
The Senate-House conference on tax cuts
stalled over proposals to help home buyers
and working parents.
Nessen also said Ford opposed the two
Senate measures 'that roused House op-
position and stalled the conference. These
would give a 5-per-cent tax credit to
buyers of new homes between this March
31 and Dec. 31, up to $2,000, and would
provide a tax credit up to $600 yearly for
parents who need baby sitters to keep their
jobs.
No final decisions were made on the tax
bill Monday, and both House and Senate
leaders agreed the controversial oil
depletion allowance should be the final
question decided.
15' Per Copy 2 Sections — 22 Pages
Three Arrested
In Theft Cases
Two adults and a juvenile have been
charged on county warrants in connection
with the thefts of several sets of wheel
covers from automobiles in recent weeks.
City Police have reported the arrest of
Merritt Lawson, Route One, Russell Sledd,
21, South Fourth Street, and a 15-year old
juvenile.
Lawson is charged with seven counts of
knowingly receiving stolen property, and
has been freed on $2,500 bond. Sledd,
charged with carrying a concealed deadly
weapon and theft by unlawful taking, has
been freed on $1,000 bond.
City Police and Sheriff's deputies con-
ducted a search yesterday at Murray Auto
Salvage, owned by Lawson, and reported
that they confiscated three sets of wheel
coveas, allegedly stolen locally
Officers have reported linking Sledd and
the juvenile to the theft of at least 14 sets of
wheel covers locally in recent weeks.
-
Sledd and the juvenile were ap-
prehended at Jim Fain Motors while
allegedly attempting to steal a set of wheel
covers from an automobile there, the
police report said.
Sledd has also been charged in a break-
in at Murray Warehousing Corp. recently,
where a set of hoses and guages for a
cutting torch were stolen.
In other action, local police have
charged a Paris man with possession of
stolen property, defacing a serial number
on weapon, and carrying a concealed
deadly weapon.
Officers said Joseph W. Teague was
apprehended in an automobile in Murray
while carrying the weapon. The pistol has
been identified, according to police, as one
reported stolen over the weekend from the
home of Clyde McMullen. Teague has not
been charged in that break-in, according
to police. Teague was being held in city jail
this morning on $2,500 bond.
DONATION TO NEEDUNE — Mrs. Fuple Ward, left, director of the local
NEEDUNE service, accepts a check for $50.00 from Mrs. Z. C Eras, secretary of
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Ward spoke at the din-
ner meeting held by the department. Other officers of the department are Mrs.
lamse C. Martin, chairman, Mrs. I. B. Burkeen, vice-chairman, and Mrs. Robert
Hendon, treasurer. Mesdames James D. Outland, Cliff Campbell, Gene Bailey.
and Lloyd Jacks were hostesses for the March meeting,
King Faisal Of Saudi Arabia,
Friend Of U.S., Assassinated
BEIRUT, Lebanon 1AP — King Faisal
of Saudi Arabia, a staunch friend of the
United States and at the same time a
bankroller of Arab wars against Israel,
was assassinated today by a "mentally de-
ranged" nephew, the official Saudi radio
announced.
His 62-year-old brother, Crown Prince
'elated Itin Abdul Aziz, was proclaimed
king of the oil-rich nation a few hours later.
The gunshot slaying further clouded the
future of the Middle East, following shor-
tly after the collapse of an U.S. effort to
find a peace settlement in the area.
The official radio in Riyadh, the Saudi
capital, said Faisal's nephew, Prince
Faisal Ibn Musaed Ibn Abdul Aziz, pulled a
gun and shot the king several times after
approaching him to offer salutations on the
occasion of Prophet Mohammed's bir-
thday, being celebrated throughout the
Moslem world today.
The broadcast added that Faisal died
later in a hospital. It did not mention the
Water System
To Get Grant
U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard of
the First District of Kentucky today an-
flounced that the City of Murray will
receive $42,337 grant for the preparation of
a facilities' plan for waste water treatment
works construction
The project comes under the planning
area designated under Section 201 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Amend-
ment of 1972, according to the Regional
office of the Environmental Protection
Agency in Atlanta, Ga The new grant will











Deaths & Funerals 10
fate of the nephew
The Riyadh radio then announced that
Prince Ithaled had been proclaimed king
and that he had named another brother,
Prince Fahd, 53, as the new crown prince.
Officials in Washington said Faisal,
whose age was variously listed as 69 or 70,
was a moderating influence in the Arab
world and that his death would be a blow to
US. policy in the Middle East.
An Israeli diplomat in Geneva said
4-te
•
"This will send shockwaves through the
world. It may have vast consequences, not
only in the Middle East."
The announcement set off repercussions
in the world.
Oil shares fell and the U.S. dollar drop-
ped in value in I ondon.
The rapid transition of power in Riyadh
appeared designed to quell any possible
speculation about a power struggle within
the large royal family.
!NIIP4
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HOME DESTROYED — Rescue Squad member Loyd Key reaches for a hose
while fighting a fire at a house owned by Robert Hopkins on Highway bit North
last night. The fire completely destroyed the brick structure Photo by )ohn Whitrner
Fire Destroys House
On 641 N. Last Night
A house owned by Robert Hopkins was
completely destroyed by fire last night,
despite efforts by the Calloway Fire
Rescue Unit to save the structure.
The home was used as rental property,
and was not occupied at the time of the
fire, according to reports, but had been
recently remodeled and contained some
new furniture
The cause of the fire was not im-
mediately known, but the structure,
located on U. S. Highway 641 North, was
completely destroyed. Firemen spent over
21/2 hours fighting the blaze.
Twenty men and three units responded







WE THINK YOU ARE
LOOKING AT US!
In a recent study by • well-known re-
search company It was determined that you,
the public wanted to find a family pharmacist
whom you could relate to on personal terms
You know, like in years past, where the local
pharmacist was 'someone with whom you could
talk.
We try very hard in our pharmacy to
maintain lust that type of relationship with
our customers (we think of YOU more like
friends.) Whoever is on duty Ming prescrip-
tions is always available, really wants to saY
a friendly hello, is ready to answer ethically
any questions, and to help la any war
that is possible. Come in and see for yourself
We Are Now Open On Sundays
from 1:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m
Free Delivery—No Service Charge
Open 63 Hours Per Week
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International Reunion Daly Planned By Gomm Xi
Gamma Xi alumnae chapter of Murray State, whe held an
of Alpha Gamma Delta held its alturinae office in New York
regular monthly meeting until recently. She is presently
March 15 in the chapter room, empoloyed by the Carlisle
Swann Hail, Murray, with In- County Board of Education.
terruitional Reunion Day as the Alumnae initiation will follow
main topic of discueekm-- —la- the chapter room. All who
International Reunion Dey—Were undergraduates, but were
will be held April 5, in the iiVir initiated as alumnae, and
Student Union Balkrooin on the midi like to be at this time are
campus of Murray State asked to contact Mrs. Steven
University. Cost for the Hamrick, 587 Mayfield Hwy.,
banquet, to begin at noon, is $3. Benton, Ky. 42025, 527-492,
Reservations may be made before then.
through Sarah Calhoun, Hester All Alpha Gamma Delta
Hall, Murray, Ky 42071, by members in the area are
March 31. welcome, and invited to attend.
The speaker will be MissThe next meeting of the Alpha
Nancy Watson, a 1972 graduate Gamma Delta alumnae chapter
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Draft*
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Auspicious influences favor
partnerships, promise
cooperation in putting over new
deals and projects. Don't
procrastinate.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) dikir
Ask, if in doubt, but do not
kieeine unsettled at Mery gn
at complexity. In general, hold
the line against wavering and
lack of confidence.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) 111471-
Your ambitious and normally
bright, enterprising self can be
given full rein now. You are in a
position to make practical long-
range plans.
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23) 118(C)
Be cautious in expansion,
promotional efforts. Mostly, do




'July 24 to Aug. 23) .12
Don't let good chances pass
you by. Capitalize on your
talents and be optimistic about
the day. It will be brighter than
you realize. ,
VIRGO
f Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP‘ii.
Here is one of those choice
periods where your personality,
ambitions arid know-how, well-
harnessed, can help you achieve
top-flight records.
)NOV. 23 to Dec. 21) KEIA).
SAGITTARIUS
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid haste, undue anxiety.
You CAN deliver the goods.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. ?a to Jan. 20) 65
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray now. Do the best you
can in your own field and gains
will be yours.
AQUARIUS
f Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Tackle that difficult job
you've been postponing, and
your anxieties will vanish.
Facing a problem head-on is
half its solution.
Feb. 30 to Mai. Mt
Superiors should be receptive
to your ideas now Advance
your best ones—but tactfully, of
course. Romance and travel
also favored.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with an excellent
mind and exceptional ver-
satility. You have tremendous
inner forces which drive you
ever onward toward the lofty
goals you set for yourself.
Unlike many other Miens, your
ambitions are not always purely
personal, but are usually en-
twined with a deep desire to
improve the lot of others. Your
idealism leads you to take up
-causes," for which you will
battle unflinchingly. And, once
having given yourself over to
such a worthwhile purpose,
your executive abilities and
gifts for organization and
leadership will prove invaluable
and see" attitude could only assets to the group with which
stifle enthusiasm on this you are associated. Many
somewhat Problematic day. avenues to success are open to
SCORPIO you, but you will probably be
lOct 24 Et) NOT:22r -MAC. happiest in the fields of
Let Your instincts guide you literature, art, music, the
now since Your chances of at- theater or medicine. Birthdate
taming goals are excellent. of: Tennessee Williams, Amer.
Imagination and a little dam* playwright; Robert Frost,
could pay off handsomely. Amer. poet.
at MSU will be a breakfast
'netting at 9:30 a. on., April 19,
at Perkins Pancake House,
Hwy. 641 in Murray. Reser-
vations may be made to Mrs.
Bobby Martin before April 17.
At this meeting summer
activities will be planned, and
officers for next year will be
elected. Delegates to the
National Alpha Gamma Delta
Convention in Kansas City this
summer will be appointed. All
Alpha Gamma Deltas are in-
vited to attend. Contact Mrs.
Martin, 1618 Kirkwood Dr.,




By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
Have you planted any of your
annuals indoors yet? Any seed
put in boxes or flats now will be
ready to set out by the time the
ground and the weather is right.
You can get three to four weeks
ahead of the season when you do
this, besides having the fun of
seeing the seeds develop and
sprout. I have a few coming up
now and hope by planting time I
will have nice healthy plants
ready to go in the ground.
As the small plants develop,
they can be transferred to peat
pots and can then be replanted
in the ground without disturbing
any roots. These small peat pots
are a wonderful help for when
they are set in the ground, the
pot slowly disintegrates and
becomes a part of the soil_
I know of two people* who are
planting vegetable seed and will
use the peat pot method of
transplanting. They have
squash, cucumber and tomatoes
up and looking sturdy.
One advantage in early
seeding is that the young
seedlings are strong enough by
the time the sun gets really hot, so
that they can take it without
wilting so badly. You might
experiment with a few packets
of seed and see how you like it,
using either flowers or
vegetables.
I have Coleus, verbena,
gaillarclia and a tray or herb
seed. They are just now beginning
to show themselves.
We have had a miserable first
half of March but 1 believe the
rest of the month is going to be
better. One thing certain, it
can't get any worse. I know it
isn't easy to make plans for a
flower garden when the skies
are so overcast and a cold wind
is blowing,but it won't always be
thus. It will make the dreary
days seem much brighter when
our minds are on roses
blooming, green grass growing
and all the lovely flowers of
spring. Easter is only a little
over a week off and that is
usually the turning point. After
that, it is safe tb do' most
anything you want in the yard. It
is such a glorious season and
well worth looking forward to. It
•J seems to change so suddenly.
One moment it is dreary and
cloudy, and the next beautiful
sunshine and flowers and warm
breezes.
So let's get ready for it and
have the loveliest yard we have
ever had. A few simple annuals
will transform a barren spot into




Mrs. Butes Wilson opened her
home for the March meeting of
the Coklwater United Methodist
Church Women with Mrs. Gary
Haneline, president, presiding.
A record, "Help Me" by Kris
Kristofferson was played for the
opening part of the program led
by Mrs. Butes Wilson. Mrs.
John Baker read Psalms 100
followed by prayer by Mrs.
Sherwood Potts.
Talks were given by Mrs.
Bobby Locke on "Living the
Christian Life," Mrs, Jimmy
Wilson, "The Christ Centered
Home and A God Centered
Home," Mrs. Cody Adams, "A
Happiness," and Mrs. Roy
Clark, "Making Things Sun-
shiny."
The closing prayer was by
Mrs. Howard Kinsey Mrs.
Jimmy Wilson received the
prize of "Praying Hands" for
wearing the most green for St
Patrick's Day.
Refreshments were served
Also present were Mrs. Robert
Jones, Mrs. Charles Tipton,
Mrs. Jerry Haneline, Mrs
Thomas Smith, and Mrs. Joe
Dalton,
The next meeting will be held
April 7 at seven p m with Mrs
Robert Jones as program
leader
Celebration Planned
° Mr. and Mrs. Conn Scott
Mr. and Mrs-.- Conn Scott will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary en Easter Sunday, March 30, with an open house for
friends and relatives from two .four p. m, at their home on
Murray Route Eight 
The Scotts were married March 29, 1925 by Rev. Edd Outland at
his home near Center Ridge Church. Their attendants were Roy
Scott and Colley Outland.
Mrs. Scott was the former Vadie Colson, daughter of Gas and
Betty Smith Colson. Mr. Scott is the son of Elliot and Tennie
Walker Scott. They now reside at their trailer home on Murray
Route Eight near Lake Stop Grocery off Highway 94 East.
They are the parents of one daughter, Mrs. Bert I Peggy Jones,
and have two grandsons, Donald Ray and Bobby Gene Scott, and
two granddaughters, Theresa and Lisa Jones, all of Murray Route
Eight. Three daughters and two sons died as infants.
Dairy Dessert contest win-
ners from Kentucky, Missouri
and Tennessee were in
Paducah, Thursday, March 20,
to compete in the Area Dairy
Dessert Taste-Off.
Each of the contestants had
previously won first place in the
Dairy Dessert Taste-Off contest
held in their county, sponsored
by the Dairy Council of the Mid.
South, Inc. and the Cooperative
Extension Service.
Entries were prepared prior
to the contest and entered in
competition as a finished
product exhibit; Including at
least one dairy product as a
Cuba-Pilot Oak
Banquet Saturday
The Cuba-Pilot Oak Alumni
Banquet will be held Friday,
March 28, at 7:30 p.m, at the
Cuba High school luncheon The
hospitality hour will start at
8:30 p.m.
Tickets are three dollars each
imd reservations may be made





The home of Mrs. Jack Cain
was the scene of the special
meeting held by the Kirksey
Baptist Church Women in ob-
servance of the Week of Prayer
for Home Missions.
Miss Faye Boggess was
chairman of the program which
was presented by Mrs. Jim
Washer, Mrs. Phillip Barrett,
Mrs. Isaiah Trees, Mrs. Jackie
Tress, and Mrs. Jack Cain
The calendar of prayer was
read by Mrs. R. W. Blakely.
Presiding at the bosiness
session was Mrs. Jack Cain.
Reports were given on the book
study held March 10 with Grace
Church, and the International
Dinner on March 9.
Also present were Mrs.
James Calvin Paschall and









kt cup chopped celery
1-3rd cup finely chopped
onion




, VI cups toasted bread cubes
1/2 cup chopped toasted pecans
In a skillet, in the hot marga-
rine, gently cook the celery and
onion until wilted. Stir in sage,
salt and pepper Mix with
bread and nuts. Use as stuffing
for a 5-pound roasting chicken,
roasting in a 375-degree oven
for about 2 hours — 25 minutes
per pound. Rage several times
with drippings. Makes 5
servings
major ingredient and a
balanced menu tor one meal in
which the dairy dessert would
be served. The appearance,
quality and practicability of the
entry were the basis of the
Judges' decision.
The ladles entering the
contest were: Mrs. Sandra
Fuller, New Madrid County,
Mo.; Mrs. Juanita Holley,
Carrot County, Tenn.; Mrs.
Nodes Gouch, Logan County;
Mrs. W. B. Sowell, Fulton
County; Mrs. L. A, Schwartz,
Hickman County; Mrs. James
A. Tuggle, Trigg County; Mrs.
Brown Thompson, Henry
County, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Lou
Cox, Ballard County; Mrs.
Carolyn Ipidicker, McCracken
County; Mrs. Clovis Brown,
Calloway County; and Mrs.
James F. Green, Obion County,
Tenn.,
Mrs. James F. Green won the
Area Contest and the $50.00 first
place prize with her Dairy
Dessert "Butter-Nut Cake",
second place went to Mrs. Mary
Lou Cox and Livid place to Mrs.
L. A. Schwartz.
All persons attending the
contest were invited to sample
the entries after the judging and
were presented a program on
"Nutritious Dairy Foods,"
given by Treva Mathis,
Program Director for the Dairy
Council of the Mid-South, Inc.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Will you please try to get it across to
people who are sick that they should stay home? And if
their kids are sick, they should keep THEM home, too?
One night last week, we invited another couple over for
bridge. When they arrived, I opened the door, and Mrs X.
greeted us with a voice so hoarse she could hardly talk
Then she wiped her dripping nose and went into a coughing
fit.
I said: "Oh, if you aren't well, maybe we'd better make it
another night —when you're feeling better."
She said: "Oh, I'm not THAT sick." Then she walked in
and sat down. Her husband said he just got over something
that had been going around and he must have given it to
her.
She kept wiping her nose and coughing all evening. She
even asked if she could see the children. Imagine?) I told
her I thought maybe she'd better not..
Abby, I couldn't wait until that couple went home. I wish
you'd put this in your column for all those inconsiderate
earners who insist on going to work and school to spread
their germs around.
SICK OF CARRIERS
DEAR SICK: Here's your bum I'm as sick of
inconsiderate carriers as you are.
DEAR ABBY: On last New Year's Eve, I drove 150 miles
to surprise my husband. I surprised him all right! Him and
her both.
After she left and I finished my screaming and cursing,
we settled down to a sensible conversation. I don't know
what made me give him the chance to explain, but I'm glad
I did. He told me that I am the woman he LOVES, and I
believe him.
We have talked many times since then and are slowly
recovering from this single act of unfaithfulness. My
husband travels for a living, and what happened to him is
more likely to happen to a traveling man, no matter how
much he loves his wife.
We all make mistakes. But the biggest mistake of all is
refusing to forgive and forget.
LOVED IN KENTUCKY
DEAR LOVED: Hooray for you!
DEAR ABBY: You said that when a young, beautiful girl
marries a man who is old enough to be her father, he is
usually very rich—or famous.
Well, you're dead wrong. I am 16 and my husband is 49,
and as for his being either rich or famous—forget it. We live
on a farm and barely have enough money to pay our bills.
"Dumb chick," you might say. Sure, I could have maybe
married some 20-year-old kid who wouldn't give a darn
about me or the kids. My husband takes real good care of
me and our two sons. who are 1 years and three weeks old.
1 think you owe me and a lot of other young girls an
apology.
SATISFIED
DEAR SATISFIED: If I offended you, I'm sorry. I said
"usually," which allows for some exceptions, but I never
expected to hear from so many exceptions.
DEAR ABBY: I read about that woman whose husband
refused to take a bath, and it was interfering with their
marriage.
You should have told her to invite her husband to take a
bath with HER. That's what I did when I had the same
problem, and now my husband is the cleanest man in town:
MRS. CLEAN
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding,"
send to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
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HWY. 79 EAST—PARIS, TENN. Phcme 642.0271
Spring Creek
BYW Meets
Mrs. Patty Harris presided at
the regular March meeting of
the Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women which opened with the
wattliwutd.
The Call to prayer, scripture
from Acts 3:1-10, and names on
the prayer calendar were read
by Miss Margaret Greer
followed by prayer by Mrs.
Vicki Vied.
The lesson on "Hope" was
presented in observance of
Home Missions week. Mrs.
Stanley Letterman led in
prayer.
The meeting was changed to
the second Monday night of
each month.
Present were Mrs. Stanley
Letterman, Mrs. Katie Let-
terman, Mrs. Brenda Darnell,
Mrs. tlicki Vied, Mrs. Patty
Harris, Miss Margaret Greer,
Miss Marylan Feagth, and Miss
Norma Feagin.




Carl Arteberry of 1106 Olive
Street, Murray, was dismissed
March 20 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
-11, Plasm .111• harm MAN.
Finn Gan- Mist he
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Boy Scout Troop 77 Has
Court Of Honor At Meet
Boy Scout Troop 77 held a
Court of Honor on Monday,
March 17, at the First Christian
Thurrh.
Dr. William Grasty was
chairman over the ceremony
and representative of the Four
Rivers Scout Council. Dr. Bill
Platzer assisted in presenting
the honors.
The new scout investiture
went to Wayne Higgins and
Brent Brown along with the
traditional presentation of the
Iroop neckerchief.
Scouts receiving the Ten-
derfoot rank were John Scherer
and Eddie Betsworth,
The First Class rank was
awarded to Steve Scherer,
rraig Johnson, and Joe Kim
Harmon.
Star rank presentations went
s
to Chris Cropper and Mark
Young. The Life rank, second
highest, was awarded to Alan
Warner and Claude Johnson.
One or more merit badges were
presented to each troop
member.
Eagle scout Kent Harmon
was recipient of the Eagle
Bronze Palm for additional
work above Eagle
requirements. Jon Noffsinger
gave an explanation of the Scout
Emblem and Chris Cropper
explained the Outdoor Code,
scout attitude and treatment of
the outdoors.
Scout Troop 77 meets each
Monday at 6130 p. m. at the
First Christian Church. All boys
eleven years or older that have
an interest in scouting are in-
vited.
Attending the Penny Pinchers 4-H Club meeting were, leftto right, front row, Ricky Miller, Keith Miller, recreational
leader, Denna Cunningham, devotional leader, Julie Gargus,
secretary, Tracy Beach, new urer, laleanna Thornton, second
row, Terry McDougal, Kathy Black, reporter, Paula Cavitt,
Debbie Hooks, vice-president, Gina Gargus, president and
Carla Beach, song leader. Not pictured are Melissa Sat-
terwhite, Rob Anderson, Susan Anderson, Regina Darnell,
Tonya Darnell, song leader, Jane Greer, Laura Fones, Tammi
Crouse, and Glen Gibbs. Mrs. Sherri! Gargus is club leader.
Tour Of Courthouses And Jail Is
Made By Hazel Cub Scouts
Hazel Cub Scouts, Den Nine of
Pack 37, toured the court houses
of Calloway County on Monday,
March 17, with their first visit
being to the old log courthouse
on exhibit on Chestnut Street in
Murray.
At the Calloway County
Courthouse downtown Deputy
Sheriff Benny Jackson guided
the boys through each office,
the courtroom, and juryroom.
The Scouts met Ken Barber,
juvenile correction officer, who
talked to the boys about the
great importance of Scouting in
the lives of boys. He said as long
as he had been in his position, he
had never had a boy that had
been active in scouting in
juvenile court.
The Hazel group also talked to
personnel in the offices of
County Judge Robert 0. Miller,
County Attorney Sid Easley,
Circuit Court Clerk James
Blalock, County Court Clerk
Marvin Harris, and Sheriff
Maurice Wilson.
They went by the County Jail
and were impressed by Jailer
Wimpy Jones' white German
Shepherd dog inside the fence.
Each Club Scout was later
treated with a hamburger,




Mark Hutson, Mark Gibson,
Tomothy Pittman, Geraldine
Smothertnan, Cerita Lawrence,
Den Mother, and Tena
Paschall, assistant Den Mother.




Put your boy's best foot forward in Korkers
A laced-up. dressed-up look at a price
that'll suit you. With wingtip styling.
Long-wearing sole and heel. And fine fit—
backed by our expert care 1O.99 to 12.99







World Friendship Club members attending a meeting at the home of Mrs. Gulsen Ford, Ben-
ton, were, left to right, back row, Gracie Erwin, Kirksey, Arunee Snitwongse, Thailand, Thelma
Warlord, Murray, Helen Karvounis, Greece, Billie Ray, Grace, Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner,
Liz Ehikhametalor and Ruth Oluokun, Nigeria, Dina Georgiou, Greece, Toyin Oladeinde, Nigeria,
Nancy Culp, Briensburg, Tina Olson and Roni Thweatt, Germany, seated, Nancy Noffsinger,
Murray, Daisy Mathew, India, Dele Aina, Nigeria, Keka and Ulu Bhattacharya, India, Cecilia Men-
des, and Judith Sobowale, Nigeria, Nancy Brown, Virginia,. Lola Sonaike, Nigeria, Sachiko
Ferguson, Japan, Gulsen Ford and Scott Turkey,_,Traci %mean Germany. Not pictured is Edith
Noffsinger, Murray.
Brenda Nix Represents
Murray Club In Contest
Eight members of the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club and their Young
Career Girl representative
attended the District 1 Spring
meeting of the Kentucky B&PW
Clubs held at Mayfield High
School Complex on Sunday,
March 23, at two p. m. with the
Emblem and Mayfield Clubs as
hostesses.
Martha Babb, Emblem
president, gave the welcome,
and Madelle Talent, Murray
president, gave the response.
Special district Achievement
awards were presented to
Emblem, best over all club, and
highest percentage present at
meeting; Princeton, first in
district to equalize and for
highest percentage of mem-
bership increase.
Elected as recording
secretary and treasurer of
District I was Dorothy Carlisle
of Emblem Club. Anna Lou
Caldwell and Delores Devine of
the Princeton Club were elected
director and assistant director
respectively of District I.
Each president in the district
gave a report. Doris Yeiser,
Kentucky vice-president, gave
a report. Jessie Shoemaker,
Murray, Kentucky treasurer,
was present.
Brenda Nix, teacher at the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center, was the
Murray club's representative in
the Young Career Girl contest,
and was introduced by Betty
Riley, past Murray president.
Other participants were
Beverly Sparrow Fulks, Em-
blem, Cheryl Brundige, Fulton-
South Fulton, Patricia Ann
Yancey, Princeton, and
Johanna Cominsak, Paducah,
with the latter being named the
winner to represent the district
at the state convention in May
at Bowling Green.
Refreshments were served. It
was announced that the spring
meeting on March 21, 1976,
would be held at Princeton.
Attending from Murray were
Frances Shea, Freda But-
terworth, Odell Vance, Laura
Jennings, Madelle Talent,
Linda Carter, Betty Riley,
Jessie Shoemaker, and Brenda
Nix.
Brenda Nix, left, represented the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club in the Young Career Girl contest
at the District I spring meeting of the B&PW Clubs held at
Mayfield on Sunday. Seated with Mrs. Nix is Betty Riley, past





Mission Group will meet with
Mrs Willie Garland at two p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Wednesday, March 26
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30
a.m. Make reservations by
Tuesday noon with Kathryn
Outland, phone 753-3079.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 130 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
Community Center on North
Second Street will open at 1:30
p.m. for Senior Citizens.
Thursday, March 27
The Magazine Club will meet
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at two p.m.
.191.emorial Baptist Church
Mission Group will meet with
Mrs. Myrtle Cayce at seven
p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens.
Friday, March 28
Good Friday Community
Service will be held at the First
Christian Church from noon to
three p.m. with persons free to
come and go at random.
Benefit Country Music Show
for Calloway County Fire &
Rescue will be at East Calloway
Elementary School at seven
p.m.
Saturday, March 29
Hazel Alumni Banquet will be
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at seven p m
Mr and Mrs. Will
Weatherford will be honored al
an open house for their golden
wedding anniversary at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Verner
Moody from five to nine p m
Sunday. March 30
Mr. and Mrs. Conn Scott will
have open house at their trailer
home on Murray Route Eight
from two to four pm in





Mrs. John Winter presented
the program on "Easter
. Through Slides" at Use March
general meeting of the First
United Methodist Church
held at the church. She
IP-- showed winter into spring and
the blooming of the most
beautiful flowers at Easter and
on into summer.
The speaker was introduced
by Mrs. Milton Jones.
The devotion on "Sound" was
presented by Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette from the Bessie
Tucker Circle. She gave ex-
cerpts from the Bible and closed
with the hymn, "Make A Joyful
Noise Unto The Lord."
Mrs. Max Brandon, general
president, presided and
presented new yearbooks to the
circle chairmen. The closing
prayer was led by Dr. James E.
Fisher.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
the Ruth Wilson Circle.
The April meeting will be a
luncheon with the executive
conunittee as hostesses. --
Married Fifty Years
Mr. and Mrs. Will Weatherford will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on Saturday, March 29, with an open house
at the home of their son-in-law and daughter, Mr; and Mrs. Verner
Moody; Route Two, .Buchanan, Term.
All friends and relatives are invited to call from five to nine
p.m. on Saturday. Hosts for the occasion will be their two sons and
wives, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Weatherford and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Weatherford, and their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Verner Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. Weatherford have eight children. He is a retired
employee of the Tennessee State Park System.
Piano students of Mrs. lames Carlin played selections by
various composers at their recital for the parents held on
Sunday, March 16, at two p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Mayfield, Johnson Boulevard. Taking part were, left to
right, front row, Laurie Lovett, Teresa Suites Karen Bailey,
Gina Shipley, back row, Belinda Suffer, Donna Bailey, Sherry






"Wearing Of Green" Contest Held
At Meeting Of Golden Age Club
The Golden Age Club held its
March meeting in the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church with a potluck luncheon
served at noon. Dr. James
Fisher gave the invocation.
A contest of "Wearing of the
Green" was conducted by Mrs.
Joe Gertzen, club president.
First pnze went to Joseph
Kinrielly who was wearing the
most green. Special tribute was
paid Mrs. 0. C. ?dcLemore and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, who were
celebrating their birthdays. The
group sang "Happy Birthday."
Members attending were
Messrs and Mesdames Joseph
Gertzen, 0. C. McLemore,
Clarence Horton, Bryan Tolley,
Lawrence Wheeler, Joseph
Herman, and Vernon Roberts;
Messrs Paul Kingins and Otis
Harrison; Mesdames Ruby
Harrell, Mary Louise Baker,
Lillie Outland, Gladys Hale,
Thelma Parker, Arts Fuqua,
Mettle Parker, Connie Jones,
Robbie Harrison, Ruby Barnes,
Gussie Adams, Elsie Lovett,
Edna Holland, Frances Beach,
Meme Mattingly, Lenora Jones,
Hildred Sharp, Modena But-
terworth, Flora Ford, and
Birdie Parker; Miss Erin
Montgomery
Guests attending were Dr.
and Mrs. James Fisher, Rev.
Mickey Carpenter, Rev Bill
Hart, Mrs. Jessie Robinson,
Mrs. Kathryn Glover, and Mrs.
Ruth Horn.
The next meeting will be held
Friday, April 4, at noon at the
social hall of the church with a
"Parade of Hats" to beheld. In
charge of arrangements were
Floy Caldwell, Eva Sue
Galloway, Calista Clanton,
Frances Beach, Flora Ford and
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Burgoyne.
Blue-Gold Banquet Held By Cub
Scout Pack 57 Of Carter School
Cub Scout Pack 57 of Carter
School held its annual Blue-Gold
banquet at the Murray Middle
School cafeteria with several
Scout projects being displayed
and a bar-b-que _supper being
served.
Conducting the flag ceremony
were the Webelos.
Speaker for the banquet was
L. A. McReynolds who has been
active in scouting for over
twenty-five years. He spoke on
the spirit of scouting and what it
means not only to the boy but
his parents as well. He also did
feats of magic.
Dale Adams, assistant
Webelos leader, who hosted in
the absence of Cubmaster
Tommy Carruthers, presented
awards as follows:
Den 1—Bobby Brandon, Bob
cat; Allen McClard, Wolf, gold
arrow, and silver arrow;
Stephen Jones, Wolf.
Den III—David McCuiston,
Wolf, and Jeff Humphries, gold
arrow and silver arrow.
Den V—Harry Weatherly,
Bear, gold arrow, and silver
arrow; Rodney Lamb, two
silver arrows; David Snow,
Circle Meets
For Program
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
held its March meeting in the
home of Mrs. John Beatty with
Mrs. I,eroy Cunningham
presiding.
Miss Lela Dowdy gave the
devotion. Mrs. Charlie
Crawford presented the
chapter, "God In A Business
Office" from the study of
"Taste Of New Wine."
....The meeting was closed with
the Mizpah benediction and
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Beatty.
Wolf, gold arrow, two silver
arrows; Mike Morgan, silver
arrow.
Todd Harrison and Jeffrey
Carruthers, Webelos, both
earned their arrow of light
badges which is the highest
award a Cub Scout can receive.
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners have had
several speakers at their recent




County Judge Robert 0. Miller,
Ed Covington, Dr. Don Rye, and
Jean Hurt.
Meetings were held in the
homes of Judy Adams, Doris
Williams, and Shirley Scar-
brough. Also special eirents
were held at the Ellis Com-
munity Center.
No Kidding
Kidneys are considered a
great delicacy and are served
in a variety of gourmet
dishes. Pork, lamb and veal
kidneys are tender enough
to be broiled. Beef kidney.
less tender than the others,
should be braised or cooked
in liquid. Before cooking, re-
move any membrane and
hard parts. Slice or cut kid-












• JUTES IN 5 THICKNESS-
ES AND 11 COLORS.
• JUTES IN EARTH AND
NATURAL COLORS.
• COTTON SEINE TWINE
IN NATURAL AND IN
COLORS.
• TARRED SISAL TREE
ROPE
• BELGIUM LINEN FLAX.
• COTTON L NYLON
CHOKER LINE.





Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.





kw the men in the family
look and feel.. your Foster Sundoy best. Come
choose what really suits you from
our great Spring collections.
Newest larks, latest lines












SOCKS, SPORTS SHIRTS, CASUAL
SLACKS, UNDERWEAR.
Short cuts to fashion Ways to
make your wardrobe perk up and
look like Spring Find yours at
- CORN-AUSTIN
Court Square — Murray, Ky.
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ThLiciashriess of Jesus--3
Broad Support Given Jesus By-Fellow Je
Editor's Note: This Is the
third article in a five-part F.as-
ter series about the Jewishaem
of Jesus, dealing with the re-




Both admiration and con-
croversy swirled about Jesus.
:Thousands of fellow Jews ac-
claimed his ways and teach-
ings. and the support built to
an emotional crescendo on that
`inal entry into Jerusalem.
"Hosannah to the son of Da-
vid!" Welcomers packed the
roadside, tossing garments and
:palm branches in his path.
;"liesannah! Blessed be he who
comes in the name of the Lord,
;even the king of Israel!"
 ----- That fervent reaction had,
trailed him throughout his min-
istry. The ordinary Jewish citi-
zenry flocked to him, both in
rural Ga14eand cosmopolitan
Judea, fascinated by his in-
sights, his flashing directness,
his healing touch.
"The people pressed about
him to hear the word of God,"
Luke 5:1 notes. Similar I' evi-
dence runs throughout the
record. "His fame spread"
Matthew 4:24 ) ; waiting assem-
blies "ran up to him and
greeted him" (Mark 9:14); the
"crowds marveled" (Matthew
9:33); multitudes "thronged
about him:. (Mark 5:25);
"Large crowds followed him-
( Matthew 19:1); "The great
throng heard him gladly
(Mark 12:37).
Once, on the seashore, he had
to speak from a rocking boat
because of the crush Mark
4:11; listeners packed a syna-
gogue to overflowing, "even
about the door" ) Mark 2:11;
his relatives "could not reach
him for the crowd" (Luke
819); one group piled into a
fleet of boats, hunting him
John 6: 34 I.
So great was the milling
about him he could hardly find
a chance to eat (Mark 3:20);
once, a multitude sought to
-take him by force and make
him king," but he slipped away
1John 6:151.
"Never was anything like this
seen in Israel," went a com-
mon reaction, noted in Matthew
9:33. -Many believed in him,"
says John 7:13. Israel's general
populace appreciated this
heart-stirring rabbi from Naza-
reth.
Yet, despite this widespread
Jewish esteem for him in his
lifetime, and the fact that all
his chosen assistants were
Jews the church that evolved
in his name, that stemmed
from Judaism, that used a
Bible produced by Jews, in-
cluding the New Testament, ex-
cept for Luke and Acts, has
flickered over the years with
• ant i-Jewishness.
It is an odd circumstance,
which many church bodies now
are reassessing and trying to
rectify.
The church is "rooted in the
life of the people of Israel,"
says a 1973 analysis drawn up
by a group of leading theo-
logians for the National Council
of Churches. "Whatever the
anti-Semite inflicts on the Jews
he inflicts on Christ, who is
'bone of their bone and flesh of
their flesh,'"
As evangelist Billy Graham
puts it, Christians did not dis-
place Jews, but are grafted on
to the Jewish people.
In Jesus' career, he obviously
had critics among his fellow
;rabbis. He argued forcefully
iwith them, as they did among
themselves, over theological is-
'sues current at the time. But
his basic conflict was not with
-other Jewish teachers, but with
the occupation regime — the
wealthy Sadducean officialdom
appointed by the Roman mili-
tary governor, Pontius Pilate.
Other rabbis of the day also
caAigated the collaborating Sa-
duccean administration which
-the Jewish populace scorned,
as related by the Jewish histo-
rian who lived in that period,
Flavius Josaphus.
In contrast to the powerful,
pragmatic Sadducees, who de-
nied God's concern with human
affairs and whose conversation
was "boorish and rude," Jo-
sephus says, the teaching rab-
bis were popularly respected,
friendly, concerned with human
need and stood for "the ex-
ercise of concord and regard
for the public." They were
called Pharisees. -
The name has taken on
harshly pejorative overtones
„imply:rig sham and hypocrisy,
even in dictionary definitions.
But deepening Scriptural and
historical studies.._ have found
the Pharisees to be the enlight-
ened preservers of Judalon's
vitality through that oppre.,
sive, clashing era
hi. ii,odern Jew is the heir
of the Porisees," says Jewish
:ar Jakob J. Pctuchowski
TLv ,:ere the most learned,
dcvut Jewish group of the
time and, intellectually, col-
leagu,.s of Jesus. He had per-
sonal friends among them and
frequently visited in their
homes.
He -shared the viewpoints of
the virtuous Pharisees" in
much of his outlook, writes
Catholic scholar Thomas Su-
riano. "He, like them, was
working for the continual puri-
fication of Judaism. He, like
them, respected the oral tradi-
tions surrounding the Torah.
He, like them, believed in tin-
mortality and resurrection,
which the Sadducean priests re-
jected bitterly."
When signs of danger first
began gathering over Jesus,
concerned Pharisees urged pro-
tective steps. "Get away from
here, for Herod wants to kill
you." they advised in. Luke
13:31. Herod Antipas, Rome's
puppet king, then ruled Galilee,
the rustic northern portion of
Israel and Jesus' home territo-
ry, while Pilate's regime ruled
directly in Judea to the south.
In both areas, Jesus associ-
ated trtimately with the Pha-
risees, often dined with them,
conferred with their leading
scholars. He also argued stren-
uously with them, traded sting-
ing swipes with them and de-
nounced their stress on outward
observances.
But they also were his most
powerful allies and defenders.
When one of Jerusalem's
prominent and scholarly Pha-
ritees, Nicodemus, daringly
sought to stave off official plot-
ting against Jesus, as noted in
John 7:50-52, the Sadducean
magistrates subject to Rome
retorted accusingly:
"Are you, too, from Galilee?"
However, just as keen de-
bates over Scriptural inter-
pretation have marked every
age, Jesus plainly disagreed
with the Pharisees on some
points, but in each specific case
mentioned the issue involved
.nly outward ritual forms, not
basic concepts.
The differences cited came
on occasions when he dis-
regarded traditional disciplines
for fasting, for observing the
Sabbath by healing on that day
or Jetting his apostles pick corn
to eat, and when he skipped
prescribed washings before
meals. Although the same is-
sues were being argued among
other rabbis, as shown by Jew-
ish commentaries, the Talmud,
some disputed with Jesus about
it.
When one of them with whom
Jesus was dining raised the
washing issue, as noted in Luke
11:38-39, Jesus fired back,
"Now you Pharisees cleanse
the outside of the cup and dish,
but inside you are full of ex-
tortion and wickedness. You
fools"
Strong language, and the
record crackles with it, as in
Matthew 2323-27: "Woe to you
scribes and Pharisees, hypo-
crites! . You blind guides,
straining out a gnat and swal-
lowing a camel! . . You are
like whitewashed tombs, which
outwardly appear beautiful, but
within they are full of dead
men's bones."
Slashing, vivid, blunt. But
Jesus also had raking words at
times for his own apostles, up-
braiding them for obtuseness,
fear and faithlessness He once
censured his chief apostle, Pe-
ter, in terms about as strong as
imaginable, in Matthew 16: 23
"Get behind me, Satan! You
are a hindrance to me; for you
are not on the side of God but
of men."
Indeed, Jesus leveled some
sweeping indictments at the
society around him, its in-
justices and phoniness, just as
uncompromising ministers
have done through history, both
Christian and Jewish But his
reproofs were thoroughly in
keeping with the ways of Jewish
prophets.
They could lay on quite thun-
derously, and regularly did so,
as in Isaiah 1: "Ah, sinful na-
tion, a people laden with in-
iquity, offspring of evildoers,
sons who deal corruptly .
How the faithful city has be-
come a harlot."
But they did so in keen dedi-
cation to Israel's good, steadily
offering God's assurance of an
unending love and an Ultimate-
ly shining destiny. "For Israel
is saved with an everlasting
salvation," says Isaiah 45:17,
-to all eternity."
In regard to the sizzling ad-
monitions, both by the prophets
and Jesus, it is one thing for
them to speak to their own
people that way, in genuine
concern, and quite another for
non-Jews to twist their caring
into demeaning of Jews.
While the common people
were drawn massively to Jesus;
his intellectual sparring part-
ners were the high-minded,
scrupulous Pharisees. They
were impressed, some begr-
udgingly.
"Look, the world has gone
after him," they say in John
12:19.
Besides tilting with them
about formalism, he also upset
them by mingling with the wan-
ton, the religiously slack, the
Roman-hired tax collectors, the
prostitutes, including one that
showed up to anoint his feet, as
noted in Luke 7, shocking his
Pharisee host.
"Those who are well have no
need of a physician, but those
who are sick." Jesus told the
Pharisees, explaining his ap-
proach in Matthew 9:12,
The Pharisees, already of
meticulously reverent habits,
avoided fraternizing with the ir-
religious riffraff in their striv-
ing for purity, but Jesus con-
sorted with all types. It vexed
the Pharisees for a fellow rab-
bi, with whom they associated
closely, to do that.
Similarly, however, Jesus'
nonconformity also annoyed
some of his own closest allies,
including disciples of John the
Baptist who had baptized
Jesus. They demanded in Mat-
thew 914: "Why do we and the
Pharisees fast, but your dis-
ciples do not fast?" It was a
ritual difference within an in-
terrelated circle.
While some Pharisees at
times spoke cuttingly of him,
as he did of them, their words
usually were mild compared
with a remark by his own fami-
ly in Mark 321: "He is out of
his mind." But they still loved
one another.
Individual Pharisees natural-
ly tried to confound him, as in
the Matthew 22 episode about
paying taxes to Caesar, but he
also baited them with unan-
swerable conundrums, as in
Matthew 21:25. It was a duel of
wits, among fraternal com-
petitors.
But on basic matters, such as
believing in God's active con-
cern in human affairs and in a
future afterlife, both Jesus and
the conscientious Pharisees
stood together against the rich,
power-maneuvering Sad-
duccee party, which denied both
concepts and which controlled
the priesthood under sanction of
Pontius Pilate,
The Pharisees, idealistic and
democratic teachers who de-
scended from the poetic, chari-
smatic Hassidim of two cen-
turies before, were called "hab-
herim" — neighbors.
Like any group, they had
their pockets of pettiness. In
fact, there were seven types 'of
Pharisees, ranging from the
"fearing" and "reckoning"
Pharisee's, to the "love" Pha-
risees. who were closest to
Jesus.
His regard for them is clear-
ly shown by his frequent shar-
ing of their hospitality. That
they seriously respected him is
explicitly brought out in several
Scriptural passages. "You are
right, Teacher,- they say on
various occasions. -Teacher,
you have spoken well
Nicodemus, a leading Pha-
risee of Jerusalem, had a long,
private session with him, and
indicated broadly how the Pha-
risees felt in John 2.2: "Rabbi,
we know that you are a teacher
come from God; for no one can
do these signs that you do, un-
less God is with him."
While the Sadducees worked
with Pilate in getting rid of
Jesus, Bible scholar Geza Ver-
mes says there is no evidence
of any active, organized part in
it by the Pharisees, only in-
dications of their distress.
Yet, before the generation
ended, both Pilate and the Sad-
ducees had vanished into his-
tory, while the sway of Jesus
continued, as did that of the
Pharisees, whose devotion, in-
:ellectual vigor and synagogue
leadership became the heritage
of modern Judaism.
(Tomorrow: The Gentile Exe-
cutioners.)
Today In History
Ay The 4...rated Rem
Today is Tuesday. March 25, the 84th
day of 1975. There are 281 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1821, Greek patriots began a revolt
against domination by the Ottoman Ern-
pire. The uprising ended 12 years Later
with the establishment of the independent
Kingdom of Greece.
On this date--
In 1634, colonists under Lord Baltimore
reached Maryland.
In 1865, in the Civil War, Confederate
forces captured Fort Stedman in Virginia.
In 1883, a revolution broke out in Haiti.
In 1941, in World War II, Yugoslavia
joined the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Alliance.
In 1947, III miners were killed in a coal
mine explosion at Centralia, Ill.
In 1964, Britain donated an acre of land
at Runnymede, the site of the signing of
the Magna Carta, for a memorial for Pres-
ident John Kennedy.
Ten years ago; The Rev. Martin lAther
King Jr. led 25,000 civil rights demon-
strators to the state capitol building in
Montgomery, Ala. 'es
Five years ago: Israeli and Egyptian
planes were engaged in heavy combat
along the Suez Canal.
Thought for today: One great use of wor-
ds is to hide our thoughts — Voltaire, Fren-
ch writer, 1694-1'778.
Garrott's Galley
Bill McElrath Has The Touch
When He Talks About Indonesia
By M. C. Garrott
If you've lived in Murray for any length
of time, chances are you know William N.
, McElrath. He grew up in Murray.
He attended the Murray State Training
School, graduated from Murray State and
earned three degrees at the Southern
Baptist Seminary in Louisville.
The McElrath home in Murray was the
house just west of Marshall Jones' home
on Main Street. In recent years, it has
housed one of the Murray State frater-
nities.
Today, BW is a Baptist educational
missionary in Indonesia, and he, his wife
Betty, and their two sons, This and Jamie,
are in the states for a one-year furlough.
They are spending it with Betty's parents
in Raleigh, N. C., and are scheduled to
return to Indonesia in May.
Bill was in Murray a few weeks ago to
lead a four-night Bible study at First
Baptist. One evening while he was here,
we were privileged to have him in our
home as a dinner guest. I don't believe I
have ever met a more interesting young
man, or enjoyed having anyone share our
supper table, any more than I did SW
McElrath.
A couple of nights earlier, he had spoken
at the church about Indonesia, and for an
hour and 45 minutes he held his audience
spellbound with his dramatic and colorful
report on the life and customs of the people
among whom he lives and works.
Bill had gone the extra mile to make his
missionary activities interesting and
stimulating. He had color slides. He had
displays of clothing. He had tape recorders
with the sounds of the streets, the peddlers
and the music of Indonesia.
Bill's slides and sounds made his
remarks come alive. It was as if we ac-
tually were in Indonesia with its streets
teeming with the three-wheeled bicycle-
taxis and all the different kinds of vendors.
We saw and heard the milkman as he
rode from house to house with his row of
bottles hanging from each side of his
bicycle. We saw a food vendor, literally a
walking restaurant, and heard the "tick.-
took" of his rhythmic tap on a small,
hollow block which advertises his coming.
He also had several musical in-
struments, native to Indonesia and made
from bamboo canes. Extremely talented
in music as well as in writing, Bill played
them all, fitting them into his colorful
presentation.
,.,We also learned a lot about the republic
of Indonesia, a canoe-ahaped chain of
more than 3,000 different islands linking
the continents of Asia and Australia. From
one end of the chain to the other is more
than 3,000 miles, or equivalent to the
distance from Florida to Washington State
here in our country.
In the center is the sausage-shaped
island of Java, about the size of the state of
New York but four times as crowded.
Seven out of every 10 Indoensians live on
this island, as does Bill and his family.
They live at Bandung, the city in which the
Baptist publishing house where he serves
is located. Indonesia's capital city,
Djakarta, also is located on Java.
North and west of Java, he told us, is the
1,000-mile-long island of Sumatra, which is
rich in oil and rubber. Much of it is soggy,
swampland and its people live mostly in
houses built high on stilts.
East of Sumatra is the world's fourth
largest island, Borneo, most of which
belongs to Indonesia. Far back in it's
Jungles he said, live the republic's most
primitive inhabitants, the Dyake, until
only a few years ago fierce headhunters.
Still farther east is the island of Celebes,
which reaches out in several directions
like a giant octopus and which is fertile
farm country, rich in rice, coconut and
oranges.
These main islands and the hundreds of
smaller ones are home to people who
speak more than 200 different languages
within a single nation.
And when he talks about it all, you bow
that Indonesia also is home now to Bill
McElrath. "Have you ever been at home
and yet felt homesick?" he said here while
talking about his 10-year-old Janne.
"He knows our Raleigh duplex is home,
just as our missonary residence in In-
donesia is," he said. He rides his bicycles,
swims and plays with neighbors, sings in
children's choir, practices trumpet and
gets good report cards in the fifth grade.
Yet, he is homesick for that place on the
other side of the world where he has spent
85 percent of his life thus far. And to tell
you the truth, we all are!"
The McElraths will be back in Indonesia
after May 1, and if you'd like to keep in
touch with them, their address is: Jalan
Jamuju 17, Bandung, Indonesia.
Letter To The Editor
L33KING BACK
TO Tecirg-Ago 
The thirty elderly housing units now
under construction are nearing com-
pletion, according to L. D. Miller,
executive director of the Murray
Municipal Housing Commission. He in-
dicated they will be ready for occupancy in
about one month.
The Murray State College Debate Team
composed of Vernon Gantt, Mike Smith,
Mike Nims, and Martin Tracy won top
honors in the Annual Pioneer Debate
Tournament held at Eastern State College.
Mr. arid Mrs. Otis Harrison of 1206 West
Main Street are observing their 66th
wedding anniversary today at their home.
Leah Caldwell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Codie Caldwell of Murray, has been
elected president of the Student Nursing
Association at the University of Kentucky
College of Nursing. _
20 Years Ago
The Murray Rescue Squad left at 3:30
this morning to aid in the search for the
body of Mrs. Max Nance, one of three
Murray persons who drowned the night of
March 22 in the Buffalo River near Linden,
Tenn. Drowned also were Max Nance and
Noah Smith whose bodies were recovered
Oct March 23.
All sanitary sewers in the Murray Sewer
System are ready for service, according to
Rob Huie, superintendent of the Murray
Water and Sewer System.
Mrs. Alice Barnett, age 79, died this
morning at her home near Dexter.
Pfc, Heyward Roberts will take part in a
tactical armored task force maneuver
during the current atomic tests at Camp
Desert Rock, Nevada'.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Harrison Miller are
the parents of a baby boy, Stephen
Harrison, born March 16 at the Murray
Hospital.
FFA Alumni Seeks Members
Dear Editor:
The local Future Farmers of America
Alumni chapter will meet at 7 p. m. at the
Calloway County High School Ag. Dept.
We are interested in forming an alumni
scholarship to a deserving boy or girl in
FFA.
Membership dues in the chapter are $5
per year. Anyone who was a past FFA
member is eligible to be an alumni
member. Women are also eligible for
membership.
Our local chapter is trying to help the
high school chapter in any way we can. We
are also conducting a membership drive in
order to get more members, our most
important project. More members can do
more things.
Purposes of Alumni:
To support and promote education in
agriculture, the FFA organization and
FFA activities on local, regional, state and
national levels;
To provide a tip to the FFA and to assist
FFA and agribusiness education personnel
to involve farmer members in worthy
activities;
To promote greater knowledge of the
agriculture industry;
To cooperate with the Ky. FFA
association, local FFA Alumni affiliates
arid the national FFA Alumni association;
To keep FFA Alumni members informed
and up to date on new developments in
agricultural education and activities of the
FFA.
Anyone who is interested in becoming a
member of the FFA Alumni is invited to
attend this meeting at Calloway County




The Lard'is nigh unto them that are of a
broken heart; and saveth such as be of
acootrite spirit. Psalm 34:18.
God forgives us if we are repentant, and
if we are willing to forgive ourselves.
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Bible( Jr.
Among politicians, there are three kinds
who are more quickly successful in the
push for power — those who know on which
side their bread is buttered, those who
know where the butter comes from and
those who own the cow.
Let's Stay Well
Hope For Remedy For Insomia
Sleep in man and animals con-
tinues to be a mystery Bodily
changes related to fatigue ap-
pear to produce the need for the
rest periods which commonly
are associated with sleep. Re-
cent research may prove signifi-
cant in understanding how sleep
is brought on naturally
Electrical studies during sleep
show alterations in brain waves.
Eye movements take on a pat-
tern in sleep. Breathing and
pulse become slow.
Various drugs are used widely
to bring on sleep or to produce
wakefulness. Such phar-
macologicaLs are foreign subs-
tances introduced into the body,
and some are habit-forming.
A long. search has been under-
way to find the natural subs-
tances which may bring on
sleep, such as the agent that in-
duces the. long nap in bears
when they hibernate for weeks
in a dormant state.
Professor of physiology John'
Pappenheimer. Harvard Medi-
. cal School, has identified what
he calls "Factor S He obtains it
from sleep-deprived goats The'
substance puts other laboratory'
animals to sleep when given to
then"1.
By F.J.L Blasingarne, M.D.
Goats are used because the
design of the skull allows a pain-
less way of withdrawing
cerebrospinal fluid without
anesthesia or harm to the
animal. Also, the goat is large
enough to supply sufficent quan-
tities of the cerebrospinal fluid
for studies
'Factor 5- appears to be the
same in different animal species,
and it has produced increasing
sleeping time in other small
animals, such as rats, cats, and
rabbits. when transferred to
them from goats.
While the exact nature of
"Factor is not known, many of
iIs characteristics, such as the
approximate si/e of the
molecule, have been deter-
mined. Once identified, synthetic
creation of the chemical may be
possible
As reported in a recent issue of
Medical News Report, Dr Pap-
penheimer' says. -This means
we've now reached the stage
where other laboratories.. can
pursue these studies."
Complete identification of the
natural sleep-producing agents
may hasten the time when a
non-habit-forming, harmless
remedy will be available to pro-
duce normal sleep and prevent
insomnia.
Q. Mrs L.E„ asks for an ex-
planation of RDA or USIIDA,
which appears on packages of
cereal.
A. The United %tics govern-
ment has established reeimi-
mended daily allowance; (RDA
or fSRDA) for vitamins and
Os
BLASINGAME
iron: and to inform the
purchaser, the labeling shows
the amounts of these substances
the product contains
Q. Mis I.F. wants to know the
time of month when a female
passes an egg and can become
pregnant.
A In a female who menstru-
ates regularly, the egg is passed
out of the ovary (ovulation) un
the 12th to 14th day drom the
start of the previous menstrual
cycle. The egg passes into the
tube and out into the uterus and
is lost if not fertilized. Pregnancy
occurs only when an egg is
available to be fertilized by a
sperm from the male. It is within
the few days following ovulation
that pregnancy is most likely to
occur. •
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Slow-Motioned Ali Hangs




tried to kill him, I tried to an-
nihilate him, he was a dirty
fighter ... eye for an eye,
tooth for a tooth."
Muslim Muhammad All
reached into the Bible to find
words to describe the bitterness
that swept him after a wild
last-round victory over obscure
Chuck Wepner that preserved
his world heavyweight boxing
championship Monday night_
It wasn't one of Ali's most
glorious hours.
For 14 rounds and most of
the 15th, the big, awkward, bar
room brawler from New Jersey
stood toe th toe with the world
title-holder, taking Alt's best
shots without buckling.
The great Ali was booed in
the sixth round when he stood
in the corner, covering his face
from Wepner's marshmallow
left hooks and looping rights.
All dropped to the lower
—Ittrands of the ropes in the
ninth for a disputed knockdown.
He was only a shadow of the
great fighter that battled his
way to the heavyweight crown
only to have it taken from him
unjustly and then regain it.
He wasn't the All who fought
two great battles with Joe Fra-
zier and smashed George Fore-
man into submission last Octo-
ber in Zaire, Africa-and he ad-
mitted it.
But, like a choreographer, he
rallied for a stirring finish that
left his legion of followers
again chanting, "Ali, All, Ali."
With seconds left in the 15th
round, the champion unleashed
a devastating attack. He nailed
Wepner with a left and then
shot a straight right to the jaw
that had the impact of a sledge-
hammer.
Wepner was bleeding from a
cut over the left eye and his
face was reddened and bruised
from scores of unblocked
punches. He collapsed against
the ropes and dropped to the
canvas Like a stricken moose.
Pluckily, the challenger
groped to his feet at the count
of nine but referee Tony Perez
interceded. All was the winner
by a technical knockout in 2:41
of the 15th round. It will be
recorded as a knockout because
TKO's are not counted in
heavyweight title fights.
As Wepner was literally
dragged to his corner by man-
ager Al Braverman-while the
crowd of 14,847 in the Cleveland
Coliseum yelled wildly-Ali on
the other side of the ring,
slumped to the floor.
He lay there momentarily-
as if unconscious from exhaus-
tion. There were moments of
high tension. It appeared to be
a fight ending with both boxers
prostrate. But it was a Muham-
mad gag. Boxing's greatest ac-
tor was on stage again.
"Too many fools were climb-
ing into the ring," he said.
just lay down::
In one breath, Ali praised
Wepner as a creditable fight-
er-"better than you all gave
him credit for. George Fore-
man and Ken Norton were eas-
You'll Be Sorry
If you miss seeing our
new SPRING GARDEN by
Quilled at The Wild Rasp-
berry's Spring Open
House, Mar 28 t 29
ler,"-°and in the next breath he
lashed out at both the ring tac-
tics of his opponent and the
performance of Perez, the ref-
eree.
"He was a dirty dog," All
said of Perez. "He let that man
keep banging me on the head. I
got two welts on the back of
my head. Wenner butted me
and he kicked me once. The
referee didn't say anything.
"Perez is not white, he is not
black. He is just trying to be
white, a part of the people in
New York who took my title
away. I never want to see him
in the ring again. If he is, I will
not fight."
Ali admitted that he did not
train hard. He said he paced
himself, saving energy for fu-
ture opponents, such as Eu-
ropean champion Joe Bugner,
his possible next foe this sum-
mer, Joe Frazier and George
Foreman. '
"I trained Just hard enough
to get by," he said. "I plan to
fight 10 more years. If I tried
to move and duck every punch
I would have been tireder than
him at the end.
"Few human beings could go
15 rounds like that."
Frazier was at ringside as
was Joe Louis, the old Brown
Bomber whom All has idolized
for years.
"He can't keep ducking me,"
_Frazier said_ "The people waret
slind for it. We gave Clay his
chance when the government
was against him. Now he's got
to give us a chance."
Louis agreed. -Ali should
fight Frazier next and the win-
ner should fight Foreman," he
said. "I think Frazier would
win the next time."
All was told of Frazier's chal-
lenge at his post-midnight news
conference after the fight.
"I'll fight Frazier. I'll fight
him before Bugner if he will
come up with $10 million," All
said.
Some predicted that this elec-
tronic double header-tied in
with the Ken Norton-Jerry
Quarry boot at New York's
Madison Square Garden-might
lose $1 million, Prornotor Don
King of Video Techniques de-
nied it.
Video Techniques, which han-
dled the closed circuit tele-
vision, said indications were
that 500,000 seats were sold and
that this plus foreign sales
would easily meet the $2.5 mil-
lion nut.
The Ali-Wepner fight, staged
in the Coliseum, halfway be-
tween Akron and Cleveland,
started crisply, bogged down
badly in the middle rounds-
drawing gallery boos-and fin-
ished on a high dramatic note.
Muhammad All was the cho-
-„reuilther• - --
"My plan was to dance, play
the ropes and stick him," All
said. "I fought him Just the
way I wanted to. I'm geared to
fight fighters but he hits, kicks
and butts you."
The 35-year-old Wepner ab-
sorbed a tremendous amount of
punishment from Alma lightning
jabs and straight rights but he
repeatedly kept boring in for
more, drawing cheers from the
spectators.
He was given only two
rounds-the first, when All
chose not to fight, and the
ninth, when All went stumbling
across the ring for what Perez
ruled an office] knockdown.
The crowd gasped at seeing
the champion in such straights.
"It was a clean knockdown,"
the referee said afterwards.
"Wepner hit him with a right
hand to the body."
"He stepped on my foot,"
contended All, "It was not a
knockdown nobody can knock
me across the ring like that. I
was pushed."
Wepner, told of this remark,
said, "I should have stepped on
his head."
All said his purpose was to
destroy Wepner because the
New Jersey fighter fought so
dirty with the approval of the
referee.
Jerry Quarry Retires -
After Loss To Norton
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP ) - Jerry
Quarry, his face battered and
covered with blood after a dev-
astating loss to Ken Norton,
'quietly announced his retire-
ment from boxing Monday and
exited Madison Square Garden
asking that he be allowed to
keep his pride.
Harassed by photographers'
flash bulbs after being stopped
in the fifth round of the sched-
uled 12-rounder, Quarry said:
"No more damn pictures.
"I want to go with a little
pride."
Norton scored repeatedly
throughout the fight-a closed
circuit television preliminary to
the Muhammad All-Chuck Wep-
ner bout-with left-right corn-
binations and left jabs.
Norton, 29 like Quarry, im-
mediately thrust himself back
into the heavyweight champion-
ship picture when he opened a
gash above Quarry's right eye
in the third round and then
closed Quarry's right eye in the
fifth.
Norton scored with a left-
right combination, landed an-
other hard right, then a left jab
and referee John LoBianco
stepped in and stopped the fight
at 2:29 of the fifth round.
"I couldn't see," said Quarry,
whose only real flurry of scor-
ing punches came in the third
round. "We gave it a try."
"The time has come to quit,"
;he heavyweight said as he was
escorted into a private elevator
with his wife and left the Gar-
den area in a taxicab.
Norton, picking up his 33rd
victory against three losses, be-
gan battering Quarry in the
first round with left jabs and
several right uppercuts.
After a brief Norton flurry in
the third, Quarry appeared to
be the aggressor as he backed
Norton into the ropes and
flailed away.
"I was in charge," Norton
said of the third-round ex-
change. "I was catching his
punches with my gloves, count-
ering occasionally. I didn't get
hit with any clean shots.
"After the third, I knew he
didn't have anything left," said
Norton, apparently rested and
unmarked.
Norton caught Quarry against .• Quarry received $185,000 and
the ropes several times in the Norton got $100,000.
fourth round as Quarry's right
eye began bleeding profusely
again. Norton again forced
Quarry to the ropes in the fifth,
where he finished off his lighter
opponent.
"I don't want to say anything
derogatory about his (Quar-
ry's) ability," said Norton, who
weighed in at a lean 2184i, "but
I was catching his punches and
he wasn't hurting me."
Quarry, now 50-8-4, weighed
207.
(MURRAY LEDGER tto TIMES)
PORTS
Colonels Take Rest In
Easy Victory Over Stars
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) -
"Our main worry tonight was
not to wear people out," Coach
Hubie Brown said after his
Kentucky Colonels gained a
methodical 99-84 American Bas-
ketball Association victory over
the Utah Stars.
Monday (light's victory pulled
the Colonels within 31-1 games
of the idle New York Nets in
the ABA Eastern Division.
"We're 3,1 down with seven to
go," Brown said.
The game was the only ABA
action of the night. There were
no National Basketball Associ-
ation games played.
Since Kentucky. plays New
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MAYFIELD PHONE 247-7790
Falder's has the largest stock of sprayer
parts in the Purchase Area. See us now.
triumph over the Niels Wednes-
day night in Uniondale, N.Y., is
a must, along with a loss by
New York at some point. if
Kentucky is to win the division
title. AM the Colonels have
only eight healthy players.
Forward Jim Bradley is re-
covering from a broken foot.
and guard Gene Li tiles is in the
hospital with pneumonia.
"We're nct in great shape, let's
face it," the Kentucky coach
said.
"We even played Marvin
( forward Marvin Roberts) at
guard the last four minutes so
that he would get familiar with
it in case Teddy (McClain),
Louie ( Dampier ) or Bird ( Av-
eritt ) gets hurt," he said.
Brown said he wasn't being
pessimistic, however. "The last
three times we've been in New
York, we were ahead at the
end of three periods.
"We played pretty well
against the Nets, so I'm feeling
good about it," he said.
Dan Issel and Arils Gilmore
led the Kentucky attack, dump-
ing in 22 points apiece as the
Colonels broke away from an
early tie in the opening minutes
and led all the way.
Cards Obtain Pitcher
ST. LOUIS ( AP) - The S;
Louis Cardinals have obtained
pitcher Jim Foor in a minor
league baseball transaction
with the Kansas City RoyaLs in
return for outfielder Doug
Clark,
Foor, 26, a left-hander, fin-
ished with an 11-4 mark and a
4.00 earned run average last
year for the Royals' Omaha
farm club- in the American As,
kocia t ion .
Clark, 25, in the St. Louis
farm system since 1971, was in-
jured much of last season but
finished with a .310 average m
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STRAIGHT UP- A University of Chicago batter tries to bunt a pitch off Murray State's Dana Pearson but the ball goes straight up in the









(Saar Hata by lake Sraridool
lEAST PEAT-Sophomore pitcher Dana Pearson (17) of Cobden, III., turns and throws to Don Derrington at first base to nail a Chicago
_ , _norm Pearson came off the mound and mode a fine fielding play for the out. The 'Breds eons pair Monday to run their season record to
16-1. 8
Even Orangemen Dkinti
Expect To Be In Tourney
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The NCAA's basketball play-
offs have everything this year:
-A perennial champion in
UCLA.
-A team loaded with tradi-
tion in Kentucky.




The team that nobody ex-
pected with players that nobody
wanted is among the final four
at this year's glamorous play-
offs in San Diego. And nobody




Larry Kimball. And few would
disagree.
The Orangemen are an un-
likely pretender to the crown.
They started the season with
three of last year's starters
gone. None of their players, in-
cluding powerhouse forward
Rudy Hackett, was heavily re-
cruited by anybody.
Coach Roy Danforth didn't
have his starting team of Hack-
ett, Chris Sease, Earnie Sei-
bert, Jim Lee and Jim Wil-
liams playing as a unit until the
ninth game of the season.
When the Orangemen won the
ECAC's New York State tour-
nament and took an at-large
berth in the NCAA East Re-
gional playoffs, they weren't
given a chance to get past the
first round.
But something that Danforth
likes to call "character" contin-
ued to emerge and Syracuse
upset La Salle 87-83 in Phila-
delphia. The Orangemen were
given little chance to beat
North Carolina in the semi-
finals of the East Regional at
Providence










State would stop the Orange-
men, most thought. But Syr-
acuse won in overtime, 95-87,
and moved toward a summit
meeting • in San Diego on the
wings of a nine-game winning
streak.
Overnight, the Orangemen
leaped from No 20 to No. 6 in
the national polls, giving cre-
dence to that old chestnut.
-team basketball."
"Actually, there's no other
way to describe our team,"
says Kimball."It's got great
character. They are a group of
hard-working, disciplined play-
ers Each makes a contribu-
tion They're extremely unself-
ish They pass the ball very
well."
The Orangemen amassed 589
assists to 456 for the opposition
this season, a big reason why





LOS ANGELF-S AP) -
Coach John Wooden says his
UCLA Bruins might be on top
of the college basketball ratings
but it wouldn't be an upset if
they lost in the NCAA cham-
pionship playoffs.
"It might sound like a cliche,
but when you get this far along
anyone can beat anyone,"
Wooden said of the NCAA semi-
finals and finals this weekend
in San Diego
"If anyone is weak, they've
fallen by the wayside. There is
Connors Wants No Clowns
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP -
The Las Vegas hotel which is
hosting the Jimmy Connors-
John Newcombe tennis match
says it probably will not grant
Connors' request to buy $53,600
in tickets.
Connors, who wants to buy
536 courtside seats, said he was
insulted by courtside fans when
he beat Rod Laver at the hotel
a month ago. "I want tennis
fans in there, not clowns:' he
said.
A hotel spokesman said Mon-
day that Connors' chances of
acquiring the tickets were slim.
Connors could earn as much
as 11 million in the match, in-
cluding $250,000 from the hotel
and $750,000 from television and
foreign commitments. Only 4.-
(80 seats will be sold
BOWLING
GRAND PRAIRIE, Tex
Gary Dickinson of Fort Worth,
Tex., averaged a spectacular
251 for each ea his eight games
and took the early lead as qual-
ifying play began in the $100,-
000 U.S. Open Bowling Tourna-
ment
hardly such a thing as an upset
when you get to the final four,"
Wooden said.
The Bruins, after an 89-75
victory over Arizona State to
win the West Regional, were
voted No. 1 in The Associated
Press major college basketball
poll as they looked towards
their ninth NCAA title in 11
years.
The four teams in the finals
held four of the six top spots in
the poll.
Kentucky, an upset 92-90 win-
ner over previously unbeaten
and top-ranked Indiana, won
the Mideast Regional and was
voted second with Indiana, 31-1.
third.
Lousville, which won the Mid-
west Region from Maryland,
was fourth with Maryland,
fifth, ending its season 24-5.
Sixth-ranked Syracuse upset
North Carolina to win the East
Regional.
The falling of Indiana from
the top rippled through the poll
standings and saw Louisville
drop a notch from third even
though they defeated last
week's No. 4 team, Maryland.
Syracuse jumped all the way
from 20th to among the leaders.
Rounding out the Top 10 are
Arizona State as number seven,
followed by North Carolina
State, North Carolina and Mar-
quette.
UCLA takes a 26-3 record into
the semifinals, where the
Bruins will face Louisville, 27-2,
Syracuse, 23-7, opposes Ken-
tucky, 25-4.
"Some thought it was an up-
set when Kentucky defeated In-
diana," Wooden said.
had-ptrked -tretana Id go-
to the championship but I still
didn't consider that an upset.
As I said, when it's this far
along there are no real sur-
the championship round.
The top reserves on the team
are Kevin King and Ross Kind-
el Their contributions have
helped to launch Syracuse into
the NCAA's championship
round for the first time in the
school's history. The Orange-
men were acknowledged as na-
tional champions in the 1925-26
season, but that was before the





Wooden said, "There is a lot
you could say about making
any one of the teams the favor-
ite.
"It could be Louisville since
they have a good team and the
fewest defeats. You could have
Kentucky, they beat Indiana
And Syracuse knocked out
North Carolina, the team many
felt was a dark horse to go all
the way"
And, added Wooden, -Yes,
you could say UCLA, too..."
The Top Twenty teams in the
weekly Associated Press major
college basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses,
season records through games
of Sunday, March 23, and total
points. Points tabulated on
basis of 20-19-16-14-12-10-9-8
etc.:
I. UCLA I. 18) 26-3 732
2. Kentucky St 25-4 698
3. Indiana (8 t 31-1 669
4. Louisville (10) 27-2 664
5. Maryland 24-5 433
6, Syracuse 23-7 343
7. Arizona St. 25-4 322
8. N. Car, St. 22-6 326
9. N. Carolina 23-8 280
10. Marquette 23-4 199
11. Alabama 22-5 185
12. Cincinnati 23-6 198
13. Princeton 22-8 117
14. Notre Dame 19-10 83
15. Kansas St. 20-9 75
16. Drake 20-10 65
17. Penn, 23-5 43
18. Centenary 25-4 32
19. Michigan 19-8 21
20. Nev-I-Vegas 24-5 17
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Arizona, Au-
burn, Central Michigan, Clem-
Furman:- Kansas; -14fffn




Who Will Make Playoffs
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
With less than two weeks of
the regular season remaining,
National Hockey League
coaches from Boston to Van-
couver are scratching their
heads in confusion over the
lineup for the Stanley Cup play-
offs.
The answer for certain teams
may not come until April 6, fi-
nal night of the 80-game sea-
son.
Philadelphia and Buffalo
must wait ever longer. The
Flyers have clinched Brat place
in Division 1 and Buffalo has
done the same in Division 4.
Thus they draw byes into the
second round of Cup com-
petition.
So they will sit back and
watch, as will the eventual win-
ners of the titles in Divisions 2
and 3, while the other teams
play a best-of-three series in
the first round.
Under the NHL's new playoff
system, 12 of the 18 teams-the
top three finishers in each divi-
sion-make the playoffs.
Kansas City, Detroit, Wash-
ington, Minnesota and Califor-
nia have been eliminated math-
ematically. And If the playoffs
were to start today, the Atlanta
Flames also would be out.
The Flames, however, still
can make the playoffs by over-
hauling the New York Islanders
for third place in Division I.
Actually, Atlanta could possibly
pass both the Islanders and the
New York Rangers.
Pairings for the first round
will be determined by the total
number of points accumulated
by the teams during the season.
The club which has gained
the fifth-highest point total will
play the team with the 12th-
highest point total, for ex-
ample, and the team with more
points will have the extra game
on its home ice.
Under this system, the Los
Angeles Kings, with 97 points,
would play the Toronto Maple
Leafs, with 73, if the playoffs
started today.
Boston would play St. Louis,
the Rangers would play the
Chicago Black Hawks, and the
Islanders would meet the Pitts-
burgh Penguins in other first-
round jousts.
The Islanders and the Pen-
guins are tied today for the
eighth spot with 81 points each,
and the teams have split their
Corvette Lane Team
Second In Tourney
The Corvette Lanes Bowling
Team from Murray plated
second in team handicap with
2,963 in the 21st Annual All-
American City Bowling
Tournament held Saturday at
the Bowlodrome, ctwensboro
Members of the , team are
Tobey Aller, Ron Chapman, A
A. Doherty, Gary piens, Virgil
Setser, captain, and Carl Ellis
TENNIS
PHILADELPHIA - Defend-
ing champion Olga Morozova
downed Wendy Turnbull of Aus-
tralia 6-1, 6-2 in the opening
=
of the $75,000 Phila-
Its Tennis Classic
ATLANTA - Seventh-seeded
Bob tali dereated left SirripSciri
of New Zealand 74, 6-4 in a.
first-round match in the $60,000
World Championship Tennis At-
lanta Classic.
four regular season games. But
since the Penguins lead 15-10 in
goals scored during the series,
they would get the home-ice ad-
vantage.
After the first round, all of
the playoffs will be best-of-sev-
en series. These pairings also
will be determined on the basis
of regular season points.
But an oddity exists in a proj-
ected secound-round rnatchup.
The winner of Division 2-still
being contested between Van-
couver, Chicago and St. Louis-
probably will have to meet one
of the other division' champs
because it would win its bye
with fewer points than any of
the teams that will have to play
a first-round series. If the sec-
ond round started today, the
Division 2 titlist would meet the
Buffalo Sabres.
Finally, after what could be
six weeks of elimination play,
the two survivors will battle for
Lord Stanley's silver cup. If all
series go the limit, the cham-
pion would be crowned May 29.
'Breds Win Two, Go
To 16-'? For Season
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger Si Times Sports Editor
They're just what a baseball
team should be.
In the dugout, they're loose
and able to joke around. They
help each other out, often times
giving encouragement, but
never criticizing.
They are the Murray State
Thoroughbreds, And they are
one of the best baseball teams in
the United States.
Ranked as high as 14th in the
nation last year when they
rolled to a 36-14 season record,
the 'Breds are off and running
early this year. And with a pair
of wins Monday afternoon at
Reagan Field, they now sport a
near-perfect 16-1 mark for the
campaign.
In the opening contest, senior
righthander Mike Sims claimed
his sixth win of the season as
Murray slammed North Dakota
13-4. Then in the nightcap,
sophomore southpaw Dana
Pearson scattered eight hits as
the 'Breda won 8-1. -
Murray has now won nine
consecutive games, the only
loss coming over two weeks ago
in a suspended game with Iowa
State.
"We're off to our best start
ever," Coach Johnny Reagan
said. "Bull wouldn't say it's the
best team we've ever had."
Reagan said his best team
ever was the 1963 club which
finished 27-4 and still holds the
record of 21 consecutive vic-
tories.
"I've been extremely pleased
with the way things our going
thus far," Reagan said.
"Everything has been real
timely. We've been getting the
good hitting when we need it
and our pitching has been better
than we expected. With the
number of injuries we .have
though, I really feel like we-may
be playing on borrowed time.
"Next week, the schedule
really gets tough as Brown,
Providence and Purdue all
come in."
Thi are already out
for the season and will remain
as redshirts. They include
pitcher Mark Wezet and in-
fielders Greg Tooley and Al
!nip,
Third-baseman Terry Brown,
who hit .380 last season in
pacing the team in his freshman
year. pulled ligaments in his leg
last week and will probably be
out until at least this weekend.
Hopefully, he'll be able to
return to action Saturday when
the 'Breds are at Clarksville for
a twinbill with OVC foe Austin
Peay.
In the opening contest
Monday, Sims had trouble with
his arm for the first few innings
and then worked the stiffness
out and settled down.
Asa matter of fact, he settled
down so much that going into
the sixth inning, he had a no-
hitter in progress.
But the second man up in the
frame got a hit and the bid for
the no-hitter was ended. Sims
also tont his shutout In the same
- -frame when North Dakota first
NHL Coaches Wondering____AbEfe-run homer into right-bowman Scott Hewitt blasted a
Center.
Rut the 'Breds didn't really
worry too much because at the
time, they had a 12-4 lead.
Murray actually put the game
in the win column in the second
inning with a five-run explosion.
Jack Perconte had a two-run
double, Leon Worth a two-run
single and David Hughes an
RBI single during the inning.
Sims, running his record to 6-
0, fanned seven batters in the
contest and issued four passes.
Already, at this point in the
season, he needs only three
more wins to tie the single-
season record for most vic-
tories.
Sims was backed by 16 hits
from NS %animates. WOrth-had
a perfect 4-4 day at the plate
while Perconte had three hits as
did Sims, who is often used in
the role of the designated hitter
when he's not on the mound.
In the second contest,
Pearson racked up 11 strikeouts
in recording his second win of
the season.
Pearson, who pitched in high
school for the Cobden Ill.)
Appleknockers, the only team in
the country with that name (as
far as Pearson knows) had a
shaky start.
Two men reached base in the
first frame and Chicago had the
sacks full in the second frame.
But after that, the over-the-top
southpaw fired smoke and got
stronger with each inning.
Pearson got all the support he
needed in the first inning when
consecutive hits by Tim Rife,
Perconte and John
Siemanowski drove in two runs.
Then in the thrid, the 'Breds,
who are hitting .305 as a team
this season, scored five more
times.
11 all began with two out when
Marvin Kiel reached on a
single, Bob Mantooth got on
base on an error and Don
Derrington singled to load the
sacks.
Then former Murray High
star catcher Mike Cathey
drilled a two-run single, Rife
followed with a two-run double-
and Perconte smacked a run-
scoring single and the 'Breds
led 7-0.
Each team scored a lone tally.
in the sixth frame.
Five players all had two hits
for Murray: Rife, Perconte,
Siemanowski, Wurth and
Derrington while Cathey and
Kiel each added a safety.
The 'Breds will play both
Chicago and North Dakota
again today, host North Dakota
for a twinbW Wednesday and
then Thursday, Rutgers will
return to town and Murray will
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WEDNESDAY STARTING AT 4 O'CLOCK
FOR MOM and DAD
Burger Chef's Sig Shef The giant of a
sandwich with two all beef potti•s, a slice of
choos•, shredded lettuc• and tartar sauc• all
on a special Big Shef Bun, crisp golden fries,
a luscious turnover and a refreshing soft







For Kids; it's FUNMEAL-
A COMPLETE MEAL
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Boxing Moving Down The Road Of Death
Boxing is dying.
It's been killed by the almighty dollar and
it's a shame. Because boxing has been pretty
much a part of American tradition.
Like baseball, hot dogs, apple pie and all
the rest of the things associaled with
America, so has too been the names of Rocky
Marciano, Jack Dempsey, Joe Louis and even
more so in the past decade with the con-
troversial but colorful Muhammad All.
Boxing may have reached its all-time low
last night in Cleveland when All met Chuck
Wepner in the heavyweight title fight.
A fan of All, I am. But let's be honest about
the situation.
Who the heck was Chuck Wepner?
All should have lost for fighting someone
like Wepner. What good is it for boxing when a
world champion climbs into a ring and plays
and cuts up an opponent before deciding to
finish him off in the final round?
Money is ruling all sports. And, its a
shame.
How can the American public be as sold on
the sport of boxing as they used to be?
Whatever happened to those Saturday night
fights on television. And for that matter, what
ever happened to the radio broadcasts of the
heavyweight fights?
Money.
It's more profitable for the promoters to
sell the fight to closed circuit television,
rather than to bring thelight to the real fans.
How can All call himself the "People's
Champion" when the people never get to see
him fight?
Unless boxing takes a course in another
direction, it will fold up and die.
What would happen to the World Series or
the Super Bowl if it weren't televised or
hrnadcast?
People would lose interest. How would you
like to turn on the radio only to hear an
Associated Press quarter-by-quarter report
of the Super Bowl? Unless something iS done,
it could very well be coming.
Boxing may lead the rest of the sports down
the road of death.
Abounding Apathy
Have you been out to watch the Murray
State baseball team play lately?
The answer is probably no.
It's pathetic and disgusting_ Last year,
Murray State was ranked 14th in the nation,
major colleges!
This year, they could very well be much
higher in the poll, afterall, they have won 16 of
their first 17 games.
But yet no more than a handful of people go
out to watch the games. Coach John Reagan
will always have the best team of any at
Murray State. And his competition is better
than any of what the rest of the athletic teams
face.
Yet, less people watch baseball.
Local people who claim to be baseball fans
should be ashamed of themselves.
No Contest
Timeout With Brandon is taking a break for
the rest of the week. So there will again be no
contest for the free meal at Rudy's.
However, next week, we'll have something
very different.
Instead of the free meals, Rudy's
Restaurant will be giving away tickets for the
show to be put on next month in Murray by the
Harts= Globetrotters. ---
So watch for Timeout With Brandon next
week and study up on those UK basketball
records
Blass Gets Bombed In Attempt
At Making Comeback For Bucs
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
,AP Sports Writer. _
"Same old stuff, eh?" Steve
Blass said, looking up wearily
front the stool in front of his
locker.
-What do you think now?"
the questioner asked.
"I don't know; I just don't
know." This time he didn't look
uP.
It was another disastrous out-
ing, one of many the 32-year-
old Pittsburgh right-hander has
experienced since his career hit
the skids after a 19-8 record in
1972.
He allowed 10 runs and 11
walks as the Chicago White Sox
defeated the Pirates 16-4 Mon-
day to split an exhibition base-
ball doubleheader. The Pirates
won the opener 8-2 and got
some good pitching news when
right-hander Bob Moose, who
mu sidelined most of last sea-
son after surgery to remove a
blood clot from his pitching
arm, allowed only two hits and
two runs—on Brian Downing's
homer—in five innings.
Blass, the 1971 World Series
hero who spent last season in
the minors battling control
problems, started the nightcap
and allowed two runs over the
first three innings. His moder-
ate succees came to an abrupt
halt in the fourth when he
walked bathe five of Chicago's
eight runs in the inning before
being lifted.
It may have marked the end
of the road for the personable
Blass. Manager Danny Mur-
taugh sat in his office after-
ward, his rocking chair going
at a faster pace than usual, and
said he was undecided whether
Blass would get another
chance. Blass has said he won't
go back to the minors.
"I was pulling so hard for
Steve," Murtaugh said. Then he
cursed, something he doesn't
often do.
Elsewhere, Ron Cey drove in
seven runs with a pair of
homers and the Los Angeles
Dodgers lain& on for a 13-12
victory over the Boston Red
Sox in a wild game featuring 36
hits, 17 of them for extra bases.
Bill Lee, who took a cortisone
shot for an aching elbow one
week ago, was tagged for 12
hits and six runs in five innings
but insisted his arm was fine.
The Cincinnati Reds rapped
St. Louis relief ace Al Hrabos-
Ity for three runs on five hits in
the eighth inning and won 6-4.
Greg Luzinski homered,
tripled and singled as the
Philadelphia Phillies outslugged
the New York Mets 9-7. Bill
Robinson also homered for the
Phils while New York's Dave
Kingman hit two more.
Jim Barr, scheduled to face
San Diego on opening day,
pitched seven strong innings
and hit a bases-loaded inside-
the-park home run for the San
Francisco Giants in a 15-3 wal-
loping of the Padres.
--•••••••-•••
"NOT ONE— BUT THREE
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Tennis Could Use More 'Bums'
Like Unorthodox Whitney Reed
By ROSS SOLING
Ledger & Times Tennis Writer
Where have you gone,
Whitney Reed? Tennis needs
you now. '
Whitney Reed. The classic
tennis journeyman and veteran
of countless one night, late-
night stands through obscure
Midwestern towns, making
little if any money.
Whitney Reed. Also the
veteran of Wimbledon and
Forest Hills.
During the early sixties he
was the premier, tennis player
in the U. S. and according to
some, the world. The essence of
Whitney Reed is best summed
up in an answer he gave a
fledging tennis reporter after
his memorable five-set match
with Rafael 020.17u1 at Forest
Hills in 1961. "Mr. Reed, the
reporter asked, "is it true that
you train on hot dogs and
beer?" to which Reed replied,
"I don't know about them hot
dogs."
Whitney Reed was known for
preparing for big matches by
staying out all night in some
juke joint. He would show up the
next day in an old, wrinkled, all-
night looking T-shirt and utterly
devastate his opponent with his
lightning quick reflexes and
sparkling all-court game. He
flouted every rule for the ideal
athlete to follow. He flouted the
all-white, conservative tennis
tradition that said you had to
dress well and act aboveboard
at all times. He could only keep
It up'Ter two or three years, but
during that time he became a
veritable folk hero along the
tournament trail.
Everybody had their favorite
Whitney Reed stories.
One had him thoroughly
inebriated with two women in
San Francisco's Golden Gate
Park at 5 oclocli, in the mor-
ning, only four hours before he
was to appear in Oakland for an
important match. Rumor had it
that he always insisted his
sideline refreshment be spiked
with Old Crow. Whitney Reed.
Emerging from the primal
Northern California mountains
to set the tennis world on its ear.
That was when tennis was
considerably different than it is
today. Back then, it was
basically an amateur sport in
that the big name events like
Wimbledon, Forest Hills, and
the Davis Cup, were open only
to amateurs and thus
carried none of the sumptuous
prize money that today's








W I. Pct. GB
Boston SA 11 720
Buffalo 44 30 595 9'2
New York 36 39 .480 18
Philaphia 34 41 .447 201/2
Central Division
Washington 55 20 .733 —
Cleveland 38 38 .500 171/2
Houston 38 39 .494 18
Atlanta 30 47 390 26
N. Orleans 20 5,4 270 341/2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Chicago 43 31 581
K.C.-Omaha 42 33 .560
Detroit 37 39 487
Milwaukee 3.4 41 453
Pacific Division
Golden St AA 32 579
Seattle 36 39 .480
Portland 3.4 41 .453 9
Phoenix 30 45 .400 1:i










Los Angeles at Golden StatP
Milwaukee at Phoenix
Wednesday's Games
New York at Philadelphia
Buffalo at Washington
New Orleans at Boston
Portland at Detroit
Los Angeles at Seattle
ABA
East Division
W L Pct GB
New York 55 23 .705 —
Kentucky 51 26 .661 3'
St. Louis 27 50 .351 27',
Memphis 25 51 .329 29
Virginia 15 62 .195 39,3
West Division
Denver 60 18 769
San Anton 47 31 603 13
Indiana 4' 34 553 17
Utah 33 4.4 429 16'7
San Diego 31 47 .397 29
Monday's Game





.Kentucky at New York
St LOUIS VS. Virginia a'
Hampton
Memphis at San Antonio
Utah at Denver
Indiana at San Diego
an.ateurs played fir ttophles in
bAens like Hackett:Sack, Flint,
arid Lake Charles. It' not that
the amateurs weren't getting
any monetary compensation for
their labors. They were, but
most of it was passed under the
table. The term "shamaterisin"
probably originated more with
tennis than any other amateur-
oriented sport.
Meanwhile the best
Professionals and some of the
greatest names in the game,
men like Gonzalez, Rosewall,
and Head, were relegated to the
now legendary barnstorming
tours-playing one-night stands
In poorly lit high school gym-
nasiums in assorted small-
towns all over the country. They
trudged back and forth, playing
fur small crowds and small
purses.
And then something hap-
pened. In March, 1968, the pros
were allowed to play with
amateurs in the first truly Open
tennis tournament held in
Bournemouth, England. Many
other open tournaments
follows. Later that same year
a blaclunan, Arthur Ashe, won
the first U. S. Open at Forest
Hills. At long last the pros were
cast into the spotlight and
consequently "Big Money"
entered the _game. Lush tennis
condominiums began springing
up in every potential resort area
in the country. Pros were woman athlete can earn a very
suddenly playing in 100,000
dollar winner-take-all matches.
Tennis had become chic. You
could tell because Charlton
Heston and Eike Sommer were
flying all over the world to play
and be seen talking to the pros
at the big tournaments. Tennis
evolved an elite jet-set. The
wealthy began sending their
kids to exclusive summer tennis
camps to learn the game's
finer points.
This tennis boom has
benefited many people. The
mass public has been made
aware that tennis is a fun game
and a very demanding one as
well. By playing it and by seeing
it played by the very best,
people have come to realize that
tennis isn't the stiff, con-
servative, "sissy" game it once
was thought of as being. When
Jimmy Conners pulls down a
hundred grand at Caesar's
Palace, you can't quite call him
a sissy.
Also because of the mass
exposure the game has reached
slot of people it normally would
not have. Ghetto kids in par-
ticular are just beginning to
have the opportunity to play
tennis which is largely due to
the efforts of Arthur Ashe. A
number of women have gained
athletic recognition in tennis
too. It remains unique in that it
is the only sport in which a
comfortable living.
Even though the boom has
benefited me personally and
will probably continue for a
while, I often find myself
longing for the old days. If you
weren't in a country club, all
you did was go and hang around
the public park and wait for
some other players to show up.
The standard attire was never
more formal than an old tie-
dyed T-shirt and cutoff
bluejeans with the same high-
top black Converse shoes that
you'd used for basketball
season. You played because it
was great fun to play, not
because it was the thing to do or
because "so and so" won $10,000
on T. V. the other day.
By going "Big Time", tennis
has sacrificed a lot of its folk
simplicity, People are realizing
how much money can be made
In the game and they've gotten
greedy. Commercialism runs
rampant. Sports stores abound
with the latest in extravagant
tennis apparel without which
you shouldn't be seen on the
court. Unqualified pros are
charging exorbitant fees for
tennis lessons and getting them
from naive beginners.
The emphasis now seems to
be totally on winning. Politics is
a major factor in rankings on all
levels. People get nasty if they
don't get a good draw in a
tournament. The Little League
parent syndrome has become
just as rootabin junior tennis as
baseball.
It didn't used to be this way.
Not when Whitney Reed was
wowing the spectators by
corning off those innumerable
all-nighters to blow some guy
off the court, playing in
Hackensack and Flint just for
the fun and hell of it - Just to
make enough money under the
table to get to the next stop on
the tournament road. It's a
different game now. It's bigger
and more popular now, but
somehow it isn't as much fun.
Whitney Reed still plays,
mostly in the Junior Veterans
tournaments in Northern
California. Rumor has it that he
will reappear at Forest Hills
this year to play doubles.
Hopefully he will show us a
glimpse of the vaguely in-
toxicated T-shirt quickness that
bedazzled the tennis community
a decade ago But mainly he LI a
relic from another era.
Someday though, I'm going to
get to the finals of some big
exclusive tournament. The jet. 
setwill all be there in their color
coordinated outfits. I'll walk out
on the court clad in an old tie-
dyed T-shirt, cut-off bluejeans
and a National Harvester farm
cap with a wooden press on all
of my rackets. I'll win that
tournament and when I do I'll be
thinking of you, Whitney Reed.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
NOR.MAN,Olda. — Joe Ham
sey, head basketball coach at
thirUntoVrattyrintiahnntg thr- -
past two seasons, resigned de-
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'Reline oil 4 wheels
Turn Drums•Arc
$1 0" CI•on Front WheelLining..Add-E4.04 $4995hoorings
Lube and Oil Change
• Transmission, differential oil check
'Price includes oil and labor
'Complete Chassis Lobe
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Nationwide, Americans Using Less
Electricity, Paying More For It
By LOUSE COOK
Associated Press Writer
In January 1974, the average
residential customer of Florida
Power & Light used 833 kilo-
watt hours of electricity and
.:had a monthly bill of 824.98.
This January, the same cus-
tomer used 799 kilowatt hours
and paid $31.62.
The amount of electricity
used decreased by 4 per cent.
the bill increased by 27 per
cent. The base rate stayed the
same, but the so-called fuel ad-
justment charge went from
81.83 to $8.47-up 363 per cent.
The Florida situation is typi-
cal of what's happening across
the country: Americans are us-
ing less electricity and paying
more.
An Associated Press sam-
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pling showed electric bills have'
risen sharply in every area of
the, country, with most of the
increase due to fuel adjustment
charges which reflect higher
prices paid. by the utilities for
oil, coal and natural gas.
The rate of increase varies
sharply, from less than 10 per
cent in some of the Western
states to more than 100 per
cent in Vermont, which, like
other New England areas, is
heavily dependent on ex-
pensive, imported crude oil.
The average increase is about
25 or 30 per cent. That com-
pares with an 11.1 per cent in-
crease in all retail prices from
February -1974 to February
1975, according to the Latest
Consumer Price Index.
Sens. Lee Metcalf of Montana
and Edmund S. Muslcie of
Maine, both Democrats, report-
ed over the weekend that a sur-
vey they tool showed the na-
tion's utility bills increased $9.6
billion last year. They esti-
mated that two-thirds of the
jump came in the form of fuel
adjustment increases, most
passed on to the consumer
automatically..
State and federal authorities
already are investigating
claims that utilities may have
been overcharged millions ,of
dollars for oil and that farmers
paid more than they should
have for propane gas.
The AP sampling of utilities
in 30 states showed rate in-
creases have been granted in
the past year or are currently
pending in all but two states. In
one of the two, Mississippi, a
proposed increase was re-
jected; no boost has been ap-
proved or suggested in Loui-
siana.
Officials in almost every area
said customers were continuing
Coeservation measures started
last year at the height of the
energy crisis. In many cases,
however, the major impetus for
the saving drive is money-rath-
er than the energy shortage.
"People are still mindful of
conservation and they're very
aware of the higher costs of
energy," said a spokesman for
Public Service Electric & Gas
Co. of New Jersey.
Public Service said the cur-
rent charge, for 500 kilowatt
hours of electricity is $26.44,
covering a $17.26 base rate and
a $9.18 fuel adjustment. The bill
is 25.7 per cent higher than it
was a year ago when there was
a $16.49 base rate and a $4.54
fuel adjustment charge for 500
kilowatt hours of electricity.
Over the year, there was a D
per cent increase in the base
rate and a 102 per cent in-
crease in the fuel adjustment
charge.
JUST HANGING AROUND-Grade school youngsters at
Belltop School in North Greenbush, near Albany, N. Y., look
like they might be posing for an offbeat class picture. They're
assembled on a climbing net used in gym CUSS.
IA? Wirephoto
Lawyers' Fee Schedules To Be
Argued Before Supreme Court
WASHINGTON AP) - When
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Gold-
farb wanted to buy a $54,000
house in the suburbs, they
asked 20 different lawyers what
it would cost to search the
property's title.
All 20 said it would cost
$.522.5o.
As a result, the Supreme
Court is being asked today by
the Goldfarbs and the govern-
ment to rule that minimum fee
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gal price fixing under the anti-
trust laws.
Opposing the request are the
American Bar Association, sev-
eral local and state bar groups
and the American Dental Asso-
ciation, which says it could
jeopardize ethical standards for
professionals.
The court scheduled argu-
ments for this afternoon and is
expected to decide the case be-
fore its current term ends,
probably in June.
It could avoid the issue alto-
gether, at least for the present.
The Fairfax County, Va., Bar
Association, a defendant in the
Goldfarbs' suit, has since aban-
doned its minimum fee sched-
ule and has asked the court to
declare that there no longer is
a live controversy.
Even should the court accept
this argument, it probably
would have to rule on the ques-
tion eventually. Minimum fees
set by the Oregon State Bar
were struck down by a federal
judge in Portland, Ore.,
recently in a case brought by
the Justice Department.
The government is not
directly involved in the Gold-
farbs' suit but has filed a brief
supporting their opposition to
the fee schedules.
Government attorneys argue'
-Though cast in the form of an
'ethical' standard of the legal
profession, such schedules in-
volve the most commercial as-
pect of law practice, are in-
tended primarily to increase
lawyers' incomes, and inevita-
bly result in higher prices to
consumers and non-use of legal
services when they are
The Virginia State Bar, also
named a defendant, defends the
minimum fee schedules on
grounds they are beneficial to
the lawyers' clients.
"A high fee obviously harms
the client; a low fee may do so
as well," they say in their
brief. "If an attorney's fee is
lower than that which permits
him to earn an adequate in-
come, he is likely to cut his
costs by failing to maintain an
adequate library or continue
his legal education."
The Bar Association of San
Francisco opposes application
of the antitrust laws on ground
that it would endanger volun-
tary arrangements among law-
yers to charge a smaller-than-
usual fee for services to people
of moderate means.
The common thread of the
bar associations' argument is
that lawyers are exempt from
antitrust regulation because
they are a "learned profes-
sion."
The U.S. Circuit Court in
THEATER DEDICATED
TO AGNES DE MILLE
WINSTO N-SALEM, N.C.
(AP) - The North Carolina
School of the Arts will dedicate
Its newly renovated theater to
Agnes de Mille with an opening
bill of dance Feb. 4-9.
Miss De Mille, who has de-
voted much time to the school,
will restage her ballet, "Three
Virgins and a Devil," for the
opening. The program also will
include a dance to George
Crumb's "Ancient Voices of
Children,- choreographed by
Richard Kuch of the school's
dance faculty
Victoria Simon, ballet mis-
tress of the New York City Bal-
let, will stage George Balanc-
hine's "Serenade "
Richmond, Va., accepted this
argument and ruled against the
Goldfarbs in the case now be-
fore the justices.
The Department of Justice
has estimated that 600 to 700
state or total bar groups circu-
late fee guidelines. The depart-
ment said the schedules often
are accompanied by the threat
of disciplinary action for those
who systematically choose to
undercut the suggested fee.
Meanwhile, the Goldfarbs are
living in their $54,000 home in
nearby Reston, Va. They paid
attorney A. Burke Hertz of
Falls Church, Va., $522.50 for
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Specials just for you!
Pickup or free delivery.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland, 753-8284.
JACK & JILL - Openings

















TERPRISE, Box 26 ML,
Stanterry Mo. 64489:
WANTED: BABYSITTER
in my home. Must have
own transportation. 10 a.
m.-5:30 p. m., five day
week. 753-2654.
HEAD COOK for cafeteria.
Food server and cashier
- for steam table. Kentucky -
, Lake Lodge, Aurora, - --
Kentucky. Phone 474-2)59. 
Hazel Community
Center
Needs cask or materials
New or used building
materials, blocks, mor-





762-2154 or 492-8158 or
J. Roach 492-8158
OPENING SPECIAL-Buy
four sandwiches of your
choice and get one extra
free, this Saturday and




MAKE $1.81 per sale--
selling engraved metal
social security cards.
Sample and details free.
Write Gregg Producti,










to $2,000. Health, no




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
One major Democratic candi-
date for governor. and three for
lieutenant governor have lent
support for continuing to return
some severance tax money to
coal-producing counties.
But the amount of money in-
volved and depth of com-
mitment varied.
And conspicuously silent was
the voice generally considered
now as likely to have the great-
est effect-Gov. Julian Carroll,
the front-running candidate for
a full four-year term as gover-
nor. Carroll has not taken stand
In the issue yet and his press
secretary, John Nichols, said
Monday he would have to see
the specific proposal before
commenting on it.
The forum for the other com-
ments earlier Monday was a
meeting of the Kentucky Coal
County Coalition, representing
elected local officials-primar-
ily county judges-and state
legislators of the 44 coal-pro-
ducing counties.
That group went on record
later as supporting a plan pro-
posed by Perry County Judge
Babe Noplis calling for $36 mil-
lion of severance tax revenue
to go to public schools and 25
million to coal-producing coun-
ties, without strings.
Another $10 million would go
for regional industrial parks
and $14 million for a tax credit
to coal-producers who pay
county franchise taxes, leaving
$55 million for the state's gen-
eral fund. The 1975-76 budget
projects $44 million going to the
general fund from the sev-
erance tax but actual receipts
will be much higher because of
high coal prices.
The proposal also calls for
closing loopholes in collecting
severance taxes and to levy the
tax on the selling price of coal,
instead of its value at the mine,
which it said would net $140
million next fiscal year.
The coalition also endorsed a
call for it to raise a $100,000
fund, on a pro-rate basis, to be
used by a bipartisan committee
of county judges to back state-
wide and legislative candidates
who support their position,
Only around 20 counties were
represented at Monday's meet-
ing but the county judges of all
44 counties involved previously
had agreed on the formula,
spokesmen said.
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach, a Democratic gu-
bernatorial candidate, told the
group at lunch he would guar-
antee coal-producing counties a
port-Returning -
To Counties
minimum of $22.5 million a
year from the severance tax.
He said he would give them 60
per cent of severance tax
receipts above the amount
budgeted, if that were higher,
and no strings would be at-
tached to any of it.
State Sen. William Sullivan,
D-Henderson, one of eight
Democratic candidates for lieu-
tenant governor, called the coa-
lition's plan "fundamentally
sound."
Sullivan said the $36 million
for public schools, through a
plan designed to have the first
50 cents in property tax rates
yeild the same revenue for all
school districts would "go a
long way to putting us on a lev-
el with our neighbors."
State Sen. Tom Ward, D-Ver-
sailles, another candidate for
lieutenant governor, gave the
group an alternate plan of his
own which he referred to as a
.'working paper."
Ward's plan had two basic
parts:
-Establish an annual $100
million coal road trust fund, fi-
nanced by a special fee per ton
of coal and whatever federal
funds are available.
-Close loopholes and raise
the severance tax from four to
six per cent, to yield $182 mil-
lion a year. Of that, $78 million
would go to public schools, $35
million to the general fund and
1-25 million for a rebate on elec-
tric bills, The electric bill re-
bate would allow a reduction of
50 per cent or more of the ad-
ditional fuel adjustment
charges now being passed on to
consumers, Ward said.
Sullivan, speaking after
Ward, said he saw no proof of
the need to raise taxes, and
said the price of Kentucky coal
must be kept competitive with
other states. He also said high-
er coal prices ultimately are
reflected in higher utility bills.
Frances Travis, manager of
Secretary of State Thelma Sto-
vall's campaign for lieutenant
governor, said Mrs. Stovall had
said of the coalition plan: "I
see nothing I can't help with."
Mrs. Travis said the group
would be getting a commitment
from Mrs. Stovall later.
The major Republican candi-
date for governor - Robert
Gable, a coal operator and
businessman from Stearns and
Frankfort - said Monday he
would have to study the propos-
als before commenting in de-
tail.
But Gable said he did ap-
plaud the recognition that edu-
cation needed to have a higher
priority in Kentucky. He also
said he was sympathetic of the
need of the coal counties - and
all counties - for more reve-
nue.
Classified Ads.
People get excited when they find what they've been
looking for they usually tear Uie ad out right away and
rush to the phone Classified is such an easy, convenient
way to shop
Whatever it is you're hunting, from a single piece of
furniture to a complete home workshop .an old player
piano to a new pet. .chances are, just what you're after is
waiting for you right now in the Classified Section.
So. do as many other money-wise people do Save time,
effort and money by shopping Classified Ads first to find
































































































The sooner you call,




14 Want To Buy
MOBILE HOME for lake
Anything under $1500
cash or will consider
trade in on 1972 fold down
Nimrod camper. Call 753-
5013.
BASS GUITAR and am-
plifier.- Phone-. -753-8290.
GOOD USED office desk
and chair. Call 753-8223
after 5 p.m.
GOOD USED fold down
camper that sleeps 6-8.
753-7546 after 5 p.m.
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold,
silver, or copper Buy or
sell. Five silver dollars,
$25. Buying gold coins,
uncirculated. $1-pay $95.
$2.50 - pay $50. to 975. $5-
Pay $80. $10-pay 9110. $20-
pay $200. Paul F. Faivre.
7M-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
DRESSES, SIZE 12. One
cape coat, size 12, Call
753-4137.
LITTLE GIRL'S dresses,
size 4-8, very good, $1
each. Also boy's sport
coats, size 10 and 12. Baby
items. 753-7573.
LAPIN PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.
16 Home Furnishings
ONE SET trundle solid oak
beds with mattresses
Call 492-6764.
WASHER AND dryer, $125.












489-2255 after 4,30 p.m.
FOUR ROW or six row
International planter.
Call 492-8339.
641 FORD TRACTOR, 1959,
and equipment Call 489-
2206
1969 MODEL 660 Case
combine, 13 ft. bean head,
two row corn head, robot
and cab. Call 901-782-3782
before 3 p.m. and on
weekends.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314-
785-0700.
20 Sports Equipment
14' LONE STAR4cat and
trailer with 40 H.P.
Johnson motor, all in good
condition, $550. 489-2488 or




Runabout with trailer. 45







for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
3911.
LIMITED OPENINGS for
piano and organ lessons. J








across top. 753-5397 8 to 5
or 435-4116 after 5 p. m.
FENCE SALE - Sears
preseason fence sale. Sale
price extended through
March 25. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super! Rent
electric shampooer $1.




table, swivel chair, large
glass top cocktail table,
8200.753-9232.
17.Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for 626. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




ONE 7 FT. grader blade
Call 492-8651.





South at city limits.
LIKE NEW boy's white
knit sport coat, size 20.
753-5544.
SELL YOUR scrap iron
and metal for top prices to
Murray Metals, Highway
121 South, at city limits.
LIME SPREADER truck





Jones, March 28, 10 a.m. -
9 : 30 p.m. Call 753-4931 for
more information.
INDOOR GYM set in-
cluding two sets bar bells.
Less than year old.
Bargain! 436-5690.
Attention Farmers
We have your Stuns Hybird field corn seed
with a 94% germination.
It is a leading Kentucky hyhird We ask that





MADE quilt, Wild Rose
pattern. Call 753-0845
after 3 p.m.





Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, com-




channels, 1, 14, 11, 5 watt.
Call 753-8046 after 6 p. m.
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 42 FURNISHED
mobile home, $2000. Call
753-3709 or 928-2401,
Smithiand.
1972 12 x 65 three bedroom,
carpet throughout,




12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
63000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbage pick
up furnished. Located 1 to
mile east of Murray. WW
be available first week in
April. Couples only. Call
753-8835 for appointment.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house for approximately
$125 in Murray area. Need
in May. 443-7759,
Paducah.











furnished house, Need by
March 27. Call 7534474.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED OR un-
furnished two bedroom
duplex apartment at 1300





mediately. 753-4331 or 753-
4140.
For Rent
Toe bedroom depot, ap-
plInaces, dlebaraelfer, fennalfed,
fray carpeted, wetter-dryer
beettep. Plow Al Weitins 753-
1777 •• 753-1771.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electirc, un-
furnished one and two
bedroom apartments. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
RETIRED COUPLES
Where ones 62 or over ff your
net worth is less than $5.000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental New I and 2 benroom
apartments in Murray Manor,
Central air conditioning and









34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
redecorated, electric
heat, city water, four
miles east on 94 To right
couple. No pets. Call 753-
9409.
37. Livestock - Supplies
IADIES'WESTEMN
saddle and gear. Call 753-
2487 after 4 p m
PUREBRED CHAROL1AS

















priced to sell. Purebred
black and white Dutch.
435-4428 or 435-4470.
EASTER RABBITS-all









sonal at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our
time is your time. Give us
a call or drop by the office
At 901 Sycamore Street,
753-7724.
1111 CU1CARAMA Drive-




one car garage, paved
driveway_ Nicely land-




Three bedroom, two bath,
white brick veneer hobse
on large corner lot. Wall
to wall carpeting, central






one bath, with masonite
siding, lake home on two
acres. Including some
furniture and almost new
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, and range, 8 a 24
furnished trailer in-




bedroom brick, two full
baths, and two half baths.





Four bedroom, two bath,








Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street, 753-8060. .




on blacktop road just
north of Hamlin, Ky





Main Street, Murray, Ky.
502 753-0101 or 753-7531
DEAR BELLA ASZlr& OR -THE C IA: "
43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We






WOULD YOU like to have
your cake and eat it too?
This income property
rents for $275 per month.
Ideal location on Olive for
$17,950. Call Wilson Real
Estate, 202 South 4th
Street, 753-3263.
Owner analogs re sea $
ecrea isi the city will two
b•dreent hoesa-z•ncl cow
feerciel
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
CROPPIE HOLLOW: Nice
 lakefront lot with two
bedroom completely
furnished mobile home
that has a screen-in en-
closed den plus a patio
and much more, get
-"ready for that summer-
time fun and fishing,
priced under $8000. Call
now to view. Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753-
3597.
$21,000 will bay thin three
*hum tan Isatlo hems eta
central beef sfol air. It Imes so
wary nal, fireplace wad a isle -
lot fa the cowry.
-9u
Teo we ha. epproxiwaholy
35 etre, for cadaveric's I. tins
parcel of lead. W. reedy for
soya.= or in.
Wayne Wilson Reel Foote
753.3163 Col see of oor
prefessieeni hose aleaselors
Loretto 753-6675, Rork 43$-
4517; Mu 753-1617; Wayne
753-5086.
•
44. Lots For Sale
WATERFRONT LOT
South two-thirds lot No.






Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 106x 200 ft. $30 per
month Hook-up for
trailer Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m or 753-4655.
45. Farms For Sale
FARM FOR SALE-35L/
acres more or leas, good
quality bottomland, six
room house with out-
buildings, fruit and nut
trees. One acre suitable
for trailer, with septic
tank and running water,
and good well water, with
lot of good timber For
sale by owner. Ifin-
terested, call 489-2134. 2k4
miles north of Coldwater.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM brick,
four years old, 1317 Kirk-
wood Drive. Phone 753-
7218
NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. 11,4 story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling,
balcony, central vac and
intercom. Call 753-9201.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple 753-9781.
SPACIOUS-ONLY begins
to describe the large
rooms in this home,
situated on a beautiful lot
at 815 North 20th Street.
Home is in excellent
condition and has
fireplace, two car garage,
patio, central gas heat
and central air-
conditioning. Contact
Moffitt Realty, 304 Main,
753-3597 or evenings











Call 753-0550 or 489-2116
after 6:00 m. - ask
for Jerry.
FRAME HOUSE and five
acres land. West of
Midway. Call 492-8729
after 5 p. m.
47. Motorcycles
1974 HARLEY Sportster,
like new, priced to sell.
753-0810 or 437-4195.
48. Automotive Service
FOUR 14" mag type wheel
covers, $20. Also Gabriel
air shock with hoses, $10.
436-2336 after 6 p. m.




39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.




PICKUP. Sharp! Call 436-
5366
1963 VW, good condition,
$300. Days phone 753-7856
or after 5 p. m. call 436-
2568.
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
trucks. 460 Hi tractor.'
1975 GMC with roll back
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup. 1980 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May 'see at Ashland
Station In Coldwater.
Phone 489-2299 or 247-3895
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 1MPALLA, 1972 Monte












$400. 75343703 after 4 p. Iii.
1274 VEGA, one owner, air
conditioned, radial tirea,
good condition. Must sell.
MOO. 733-2211.
1963 FORD, FOUR door,
289 engine, good con-
dition. Phone 753-6787
1171 EL CAMINO, factory
air and wheels, power
steering and brakes,
radial tires, excellent





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 41 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
DraffinvWe, Ky. Phone
527-7807.
1974 22' AVENGER travel
















COMANCHE 16 ft travel
trailer, self-contained, air
conditioned, large gas
tanks. Also ping pong
table and set. 753-5703.
51.Services Offered
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do house
and furnish shingles for
$25.00 per square. WW










Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights. •
WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Reasonable.
rates. Call 753-6130 after 5
p. m.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-













Will Ed Bailey, 492,8897 or
Bobby Lawrence 492-6879.





12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray




efficient service. No job




gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
-- Cad Larry Lyles at 753-












Phone 753-7370 after 8 p
m.
51. Services Offered
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-




sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
cabins 24 a 24, gravel
haiding and driveways.
South of Murray to Paris
Landing. Lakeland
Construction, 436-2505.
WILL CARE for elderly
person in my trailer
home. Mary Kinsolving,
753-8456 or 753-6044. For
reference. Call 474-2352.
WANT TO mow yards,
large or small. Call 753-
8290.
WILL FILL out income tax





4 homeowners in this
area will be given the
opportunity of having
new DuPont House
Siding applied to their
home with optional
decorative work at a
very low cost.
DuPont Siding has a
non pro rated - Tran-
sferable - 40 Year
Guarantee. This
amazing new product
has captured the in-
terest of homeowners
throughout the United
States who are fed up
with constant painting
and other maintenance
costs. It will last you a
lifetime and provides
full insulation summer
and winter, as well as
fire protection. Our new
product can be used
over every type of
home, including frame,
concrete block,
asbestos, stucco, etc. It
comes in a choice of
colors and is now going
to be introduced to the
Calloway County Area.
Your home can be a
show place in the county
and we will make it wor-
th your while if we can
use your home for ad-
vertising. For an ap-
pointment, mail within 3













and Custom Built Fur-
niture, six miles south of





Free estimates. Call 753-
7915.
HIGH SCHOOL boy will
mow lawn. Call 753-8843
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or













One Egg; Bacon; Ham, or Sausage.
Biscuits and Gravy or Toast
95'
Plate Lunch








fabrication or - repair.'
Now is tile time to
prepare for spring. Free








Assorted Styles 8 sizes
Murray Furniture
Mart
Wets We Court Sower* '538.676
-
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Funerals 
Services At Unity
For Lex L Warren
Funeral services for Lox L.
Warren will be held Wednesday
at two p m. at the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, where he was a
member, with Revs. L E.
Moore, Eura Mathis, and
Dennis Waters officiating.
Burial will be in the Unity
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, where
friends may call.
Mr. Warren, age 87, died
Monday morning at the Benton
Hospital. Two sons, 011is and
Keine Warren, preceded him in
death.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ruthie Warren, Benton
Route Five; two sons, Elroy and
Glen Warren of Hardin; step
son, Ray Hutchens, Hopkin-
sville ; seven grandchildren; six
step grandchildren; twelve
great grandchildren; four step
great grandchildren; four great
great grandchildren.
Funeral Is Today -
For Mrs. Suiter
The funeral for Mrs. Orlena
Geurin Suiter is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Paul Welch
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
David and Billy Joe Kingins,
Jackie, Joe, and Kenneth
Geurin, and Eldon Edwards.
0 Burial will be in the West Fork
Cemetery.
Mrs. Suiter, age 59, wife of
Harley Suiter who died in 1954,
died Friday at a hospital in
Highland Park, Mich. Born
June 14, 1915, in San Ber-
nardino, Texas, she was the
daughter of the late M. C.
Geurin and Katie Bell Ward
Geurin of Calloway County.
Survivors are two brothers, J.
D Geurin of Murray Route Five
and Ewing Geurin of Detroit,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Dole
Salyer of Paducah and Mrs.
Thelma Overton of Ahoskie, N.
C.; one aunt, Miss Dela
Stewart, Murray.
WA OKI tualErft
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Franklm Mint IVA AIN
KILLED IN STAMPEDE TO SOUTH—A Vietnamese family of four lies dead on the road at Hai
Van Pass, 10 miles north of Danang, after they were killed in a traffic stampede as thousands of
refugees from Hue and other villages in the north fled south. More than 60 persons have been
killed in such accidents.
I AP Vyaephoto)
Refugees Will Strain South Viet
Economy, Pentagon Analysts Report
WASHINGTON I AP) — The
flood of refugees set in motion
by the North Vietnamese offen-
sive will seriously strain the al-
ready shaky South Vietnamese
economy, Pentagon analysts
say.
They are concerned that the
increased economic strains,
coupled with jolting military
setbacks in recent weeks, may
undermine morale in the South
Vietnamese civilian population
and armed forces.
The Vietnamese Red Cross is
said to have estimated that
about 400,000 South Vietnamese
civilians have left their homes
to get away from advancing
Communist troops.
Other sources say the refugee
total could top one million.
Using that range of esti-
mates, U.S. experts calculate it
will cost the Saigon government
between 140 million and $100
million to resettle the refugees
in camps and new villages in
the Mekong Delta and the prov-
inces around Saigon.
Feeding the refugees will cost
at least another $52,000 a day
and possibly as much as $130,-
000 more a day, the experts be-
lieve.
U.S. officials said the prob-
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 360.7,
up 02. Below dam 336.5, down
0 4.
Barkley lake, 7 a. m. 360.8,
up 0 I Below dam 343.8, down
1.7.
Sunset 7:12, sunrise 6:53.
Moon rises 4 20 p. m., sets
Tuesday 6:M a. m.
tern will be even greater be-
cause the Saigon government
has been caught unprepared to
handle swarms of new refu-
gees.
One of the dangers being
mentioned is the possible out-
break -of disease epidemics as
refugee camps become over-
crowded.
In Saigon, a senior South
Vietnamese official reported
-an encouraging response so
far" to an appeal to the United




The Lynn Grove and Goshen
United Methodist Churches will
have a special service on
Maundy Thursday of Holy Week
at the Goshen Church, located
on Highway 121 at Stella, at 7:30
p. m., according to Rev.
William Hart, pastor of both
churches.
Participating in the worship
services will be Glen Beach,
Charles Archer, Jerry Bibb,
Chester Reeder, Groover
Parker, Shannon Ellis, Carroll
Martin Rogers, Bobby Wilson,
Gail Doran, Glen Crawford,
Jerry Miller, John B. Watson,
and Charles Coleman.
The service will include a
Tenebrae candlelight worship
with music from soloists and a
choir.
The public is invited to attend





pines and Taiwan for help in
transporting refugees from iso-
lated northern coastal pockets.
The urgent requirement to
feed the horde of new refugees
probably destroys South Viet-
nam's plans to export some of
its surplus rice for much-
needed cash. Pentagon officials
said.
Until the outbreak of the
North Vietnamese offensive,
these officials said, the South
Vietnamese government be-
lieved this year's crop of about
seven million tons of rice, plus
plentiful rice stocks in the Sai-
gon region, would permit sales
to Iran and other countries.
Meanwhile, the Pentagon said
that the remaining $175 million
in this year's military aid funds
for South Vietnam will be allo-
cated to the various military
departments on March 31.
The 'military departments
then will be in position to use
those funds to ship ammunition,
fuel and other supplies to the
South Vietnamese forces.
Congress voted $700 million in
military aid for Vietnam this
fiscal year. The Ford adminis-
tration has asked for another
$300 million but the prospects
appear slight that Congress will





The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hold Pre-Easter services on
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday at 7:30 p. m. each
evening.
Speakers will be as follows:
Barry Sins, youth minister,
Wednesday; Rev. A. H.
McLeod, Thursday; Mrs. Tillie
Brooks who works with the
Lakeland Ministries near
Benton, Friday; Rev. Manuel
Easley, Paris, Term., Saturday.
Special music will be
provided by the Church Choir on
the first three nights. A Choir
group from Rev. Easley's
church will sing on Saturday
night.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.
Story Hours To Be
Held On Wednesday
Story Hour will be held at the
Calloway County Public
Library on Wednesday, March
26, at the regular hours of ten a,
m, and three p. m
The Easter theme will be
featured. Live bunny rabbits
will be shown and special
Easter craft work will be don"
All children are invited '0
Mere the morning presche- I
session and the school age
session in the afternoon, ac-
cording to a library spokesman.
Thieu Orders Prime Minister
To 'Reshuffle The Cabinet'
SAIGON, South Vietnam
AP — South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu
today ordered his prime minis-
ter to reshuffle the cabinet into
a "fighting government" and
invited "qualified anti-Commu-
nist nationalists to participate,
Radio Saigon announced.
The order comes on the heels
of a three-week-old North Viet-
namese offensive which has
forced the Saigon government
to abandon 11 provinces and
ths major northern city of Hue.
Da Nang, the country's sec-
ond largest city, was gripped
by fear as the North Vietnam-
ese tightened their hold on the
northern quarter of the coun-
try.
The announcement quoted
Thieu as ordering the move "to
better cope with the amergency
situation in our country and to
answer emergency require-
ments in essential areas."
He said these areas were
"the defense of the country,
(to) provide refugee relief,
tablItse the urban areas, in-
crease production to support
the battlefront, mobilize the na-
tional spirit for the anti-Com-
munist struggle and defeat the
North Vietnamese invaders."
Associated Press Correspond-
ent Peter Arnett reported that
the South Vietnamese army
was forming a new defense line
around Da Nang. He said the
southern anchor was at Thanh
Binh, 25 miles to the south, and
the northern perimeter beyond
the Hai Van Pass, perhaps 15
to 29 miles to the north.
Vietnamese sources said the
northern perimeter was being
reinforced with marines.
Da Nang, where U.S. combat
troops first entered the Viet-
nam War in March 1965, was
tense and jammed, its popu-
lation of half a million more
than doubled by refugees.
Streets were clogged. Panicky
civilians swamped the Air Viet-
nam terminal, trying to get out
of the city. Some soldiers
deserted and joined their fami-
lies on overloaded boats for
Saigon-
Official sources told Arnett it
did not appear that the Com-
munists would try immediately
to take Da Nang. They said In-
telligence reports indicated no
units were targeted against the
city.
Beim= 30eLand 404 Ameri-
cans were still in Da Nang, in-
cluding families of diplomatic
personnel and civilians working
under contract for the South
Vietnamese government, Arnett
reported.
No orders for their evac-
uation have been issued. But in
Washington, the Pentagon an-
nounced that it was sending a
second aircraft carrier loaded
with helicopters, the Hancock,
to Vietnamese waters to be on
hand should evacuation of
Americans become necessary.
The helicopter carrier Okinawa
and several amphibious ships
have been standing by in the
Gulf of Thailand for several
weeks, waiting for orders to re-
move Americans from Phnom
Penh, the besieged Cambodian
capital.
Inthittrialists 110-
Seek fiewindustries For State
FRANICFORT, Ky. (AP) —
"We haven't gotten the jobs,
we've gotten the jobless," Gov.
Julian Carroll said he remark-
ed to a northern contressman
who recently wondered if Ap-
palachian states were ''pirat-
ing" industry from the north.
The governor told the Ken-
tucky Industrial Development
Council in a luncheon at the
mansion Monday that nearly
one-fourth of this state's rising
unemployment came from the
return of former Kentuckians
from other states.
He said Kentucky's unem-
ployment rate rose 2 per cent
when native sons came back
home. The raw figure stood at
8.4 per cent for last January.
Carroll said the returning
workers are welcome as former
Kentuckians "and now we want
the jobs."
This can be done partly by
expanded industrial develop-
ment and attractibri of in-
dustry, he said.
Carroll said the major era of
such development began during
the early 19605, then slowed
and now a golden opportunity
again is at hand.
Carroll will accompany a
large group of Kentucky indus-
trialists and businessmen to
California early next month,
when they will contact new
prospects.
He joked that one Californian
has praised the state's ex-
cellent timing—getting the Uni-
versities of Kentucky and
Louisville into the NCAA finals
in California. just when the in-
dustry-hunting trip is sched-
uled.
The governor introduced his
new commerce commissioner,
Larry Townsend, an associate
of John Y. Brown, who now
heads the state's economic de-
velopment council.
Townsend succeeded Damon
Harrison, who was transferred
to the planning division in Car-
roll's office.
The governor told the KIDC
he felt the state needed a sales-
man for industrial develop-
ment.
Townsend said his first prior-
ity is to make sure the corn-
parties now in Kentucky are
happy because, he said, most
new jobs will come through
home state expansion.
Brown said one of the big
sales tasks must be on "our
own people . . . that is good for
Kentucky, that money isn't dir-
ty."
He said it is "shameful" that
in the past seven years not a
single "significant" industry
has moved to Louisville.
Carroll concluded the lunch-
eon with the slogan: "Califor-
nia, here we come."
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
March 22, 1475
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Rece: Act 12103 Est 700 Barrows &
Gdts Se to 50e higher Sows steady to
rIS71E1-2311 Lbs. $39 75-405
US 1444/44110U10. 4310.55419 75
US 14 21112111Lbs. 135.75-3050
US S4 11/14119Lbs. 62139-34 75
Sows
US 1-1 moms Lan MUM= 50US 1.3 IMMO Lbs. ML10.33 CO
US 14 4/14/11L1m. laistias so
US $4 X1114.11Lbs. 11311.143 .50
Boars $34.0)41.011
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, pastor of
Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
will be the evangelist for the
revival services to be held at
the Oak Grove Baptist Church
starting Monday, March .11. He
will speak at 7:30 each
evening according to Rev.
Otis Jones, church pastor,





0. L. Burkeen, son of Mrs. Ed
Burkeen, now of Paducah, and
the late Ed Burkeen of Murray,
has been named as the 1975




Burkeen is regional manager,
Department for Human
Resources, Bureau for Man-
power Services. He will be
'presented the award at the
annual union counselor cer-
tificate presentation banquet to
be held April 3 at the Midtown
Holiday Inn, Louisville.
The Community Services
Award is presented annually by
the GLCLC to a person in the
field of social service who has
rendered outstanding per-
formance to his or her fellow
man above and beyond the call
of duty over a period of years, a
council spokesman said.
Burkeen, who was recently
promoted to his present
position, earned his B. S.
Degree from Murray State
College, and did postgraduate
work at the University of
Kentucky, Ohio State
University, the University of








Members of The Murray Optimist Club will run
Burger Queen throughout the day and
Burger Queen will contribute the days profits
to the club's youth programs.
Eat A Burger Queen Wednesday
and help the youth of Calloway County.
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